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The Open House is sn old end fssiilisr subject, but todsy there sre new
reasons for conducting plsat«cestnunity projects--snd the old reasons have nm^k
sharper and sore urgent iaplications. Business and industry in the United
States today realize that they have a social responsibility to the com*
munity and nation that is equal to their ecenoaic responsibility.
Management, with the aid of sociologists
,
is beginning to recognize
and accept many of these long-neglected social responsibilities. Indus-
trial leaders have learned that a healthy business needs Wi^re than cus-.
toffiers and employees.. It needs friends.. Industry's need to make itself
better understood by the public and its employees has given the Open House
a significant place in many community relations programs.
Purpose* of- this. Study.
It is therefore the purpose of this study to (1) indicate the impor-
tance of industry's stake in community relations; (2) to examine the theory
and practical aspects of the Open House as a tool of community relations;
and (3) to present an outline for planning and conducting an Open House.
Importonee< of- Study.
The industrial Open House as an aid to community relations has gained
a great deal of impetus in the last few years.. This added interest lis
largely due to the development of public relations as a carefully atudied
responsibility of management.'^^ There have been, however, accompanying
dangers. Chief among these is the possibility that the Open House will
appear to be a panacea., A few outstanding successes with this technique
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las had the tendency to convince nanagenieat that the Open Honae 4s a cure
lor all conmunity problens.,
This study attenipts to point to the factors which have contributed to
^ha success of several recent Open House affairs. Also an atteapt has
Men made to discover the reason for the failure of a few Open Houses to
reach their primary objectives..
In recogni katioa of the need, this study has been designed to ade-
kaately deal with the techniques of planning and conducting a successful
l^a House. Of equal significance, however, is the emphasis placed on the
roblem of determining what specific results are to be gained from Open
ouaa, and an investigation of tha techniques uaad to measure these results..
As the Open Konae has become more and more recognized as a device for
kaining community acceptance, the need has steadily grown for a study which
rmmld stand off and critically analyze the Open House from its practical
ts well as its theoretical results.. It is in this area that the importance
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AN INIBOOUCriON TO THE STUOY OF INDUSTRIAL OPEN HOUSE
"Mkatfver, is. dont> in- t(iei namti of' Public relations, can be< no morfi effec-
tive' tfian- t(te> philosophy of' management, that, supports^ it. ft
T,\ Sraun, Public delations. Counsel
A., TSS TERM PUBLIC. REUTIOBS.
The industrial Open House as a technique for gaining connunity accep-
tance is becoming an effective factor in most well-rounded pnblic relations
programs. However, if we are to understand the principles and objectives of
the Open House we must first understand the term pnblic relations.^ For un-
less the basic philosophy of public relations is understood its various
techniques are of little value.
^
Public relations can be viewed in either narrow or broad terms.
^
Its
•eopo and content are almost limitless., ITiis study is primarily devoted to
• single division or phase of the subject--Open House. However, an over-all
riew must be gained.. Only in this way is a true understanding acquired of
relations of any single division, or of several divisions, to the whole.
Ruirefore at the very outset of this discussion it is necessary to deal with
iundamental definitions.^
Public relations in its simplest form is probably best defined as an
•ft and a science which deals with the difficult problem of how an individual
ir an institution can get along satisfactorily with other people and
(•NStitutions. ^
^ Rex f. Harlow and Marvin M. Slack. Preetieml fablic faletiens fkew York: Harper i Brothers
Publishers, 19a7). p. lO.
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2Public relations then is not something new, it just has a new name.^ The art
and science of getting along well with other people has presented a problem
since the beginning of time.
In discussing public relations, Paul Barrett, director of public rela-
tions of the General Motors Corporation writes as follows:
"Public relations, is. not, something tfic^t. can- be> applied} to a.
particular, pkase> of' tfiei business^—nor, is. it, an umbrella, covering
everything but, touching nothing,] It, is. rather, a. fundamental at^
titude< of' mind—a, philosophy of’ management---which', deliberately
and, with enlightened, selfishness, places, thti broads interest, of' the*
eustofser, firyt, in every decision’ affecting t he* operation of' the*
business .
•
"Defined broadly ,* good* relations, with the* consuming public
is. not, something that, industry can achieve, through Publicity or,
through', the, activities: of' a, particu lar, department of- the, organi-
sation.] Public relations, isi not, a, specialised activity, like.
Production', engineering, finance, sales.- It, is. rather, something
that, cuts, through all thesei as: the, tpeme, for. each.] It, is, an*
operating philosophy, that, management, must seek to apply in', every-
thing it, does, and, saysi
T. J. Boss, successor to ley Lea
,
has this to say about public rela-
tions :
"Public relations, is. Primarily a, matter, of policy. It
,
calls, for,
a Point, of' view.] It.firet asks, the, questions: Ifhat, are, the, Poli-
cies. which', govern' the, conduct, of' this: business! ire* th*y sound!.
Mill the. Public approve?,
"Thus. I the, firpt, task of' anyone, coneernsd, with' tho< public
relations, of' an' industry is: to look not^ outside, to ths< making
of' statements, tp ths< Public, but, inside, tp what, isi done, and, the,
way it is. done;, tp tho,attitpdeiof ths*man at, the, top and, the,
influence, of his: perponality oir th*, business* ] Unless, industry,
has. that, conception, Prynterf.' ink,* the, radio, tpo. Platform,,
and, ths, screen- are, futile^
Public relations therefore is a matter of policy. It has to do with
creating, shaping and carrying out policies which erentislly will be re-
flected in public good will. A sound procedure concerning policy, thon, is
s method of reflecting or ewen anticipating desirable business, economic.
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tociftl and legal chengee.^ To anticipate these trends msnageaent must provide
adequate research in the form of public opinion surreys..
Operating policies which affect the public interest, even though in*
directly, and which orerlook public opinion can sad may be defoctire., lOihile
policies may be based upon many consideretions, the test of public opinion
is in some ways the most iaportsnt measuring stick of probable value. One of
the greatest values of an adequate research program is that it not only re>
Tssls attitudes accurately, but it also uncovers much of the reasoning behind
kboso attitudes.. Policies that meet all important tests of public opinion
are almost slwyas the soundest.. This does not mesa however, that a company
must become the slave of public opinion.^ The fact remains that one of the
prime social obligations of an organiiation is to keep itself healthy.
Tkorefore, it is entirely possible that public wrath may be incurred tem-
porarily for not following an unsound whimsy of public setiment. Flexibility
adjustability sad perspective are prime requisites today.
Part of the confusion surrounding the term public relations is due to
its use to describe both cause and effect.. That is, it is applied both to
relatienobip between the company and its publics, and to the procedures
used to affect the relationship.^ Too often public relations is referred to
as only the activities which are designed to improve relations between the
company and their publics. Euqsl stress must be placed on such factors as
Mrsl responsibility which affect this relationship. That is, the shaping
of company policy..
Everywhere in the field there is agreement on the theory that public
relations is e responsibility of msnagoment.. In actual practice, however,
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4tkilled {>ublic relatione practitioner. The time has ion|{ aince departed
Ivhen it was possible for an industry to achieve success in the business
soild with setae good policies and a number tfast were not so good. The trend
•f today’s thinking demands as close an approach as possible to policy per-
fection and to uniformly high standards of service., Until Hiansgement or
•dvinistrstion sees the necessity of bringing public relations into the ex-
seutive chaiabers where policy and conduct are determined, no effective public
relations will result.^ it follows, then, that public relations responsi-
bilities cansot be delegated to subordinates who have no part in abaping
fuadaaiental policiea or who are barred from advising uanagenent on its rela-
tions with the public.^
Another concern of management, who is thinking in terms of public rela-
tions, is the shaping of company policy in the public interest. The public
interest ausf, come before private interests in dealing with matters of policy
If s company’s behavior is not in the public interest, no public relations
fMiius, no million dollar promotional campaign, can build durable public
•pinion favorable to that company. True, the public relations director has
duty to his company, and public relations cannot be sold to industrial
leaders on the basis of altruism alone., Public relations must stand ready
to show that it can improve a company’s competitive position, and that it
can do much to advance the company's intere8t--but not at the expense of the
public..
At this time it should be clear that public relations and publicity are
not the seme thing.
^
‘'Publicity is, msthod, and means, by which’ you, acquaint, your. Public
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is; teaching t/t«i Public factp, tflat^ they should) knov for, tpsir, oum. economic
and social bene fit, and> for. t(ie> benefit^ of ’ thsi community as. a. whole
Few, if any, public relations progrsna could be successfully conducted
without publicity. It is by long odds highest in favor with management.. It
accomplishes wonders when skillfully and moderately uaed.^ Hence it continuei
to be the core of the public relations programs of many of our most succes>
fui institutions.^ One reason for its emphasis in the public relations field
is its genuine importance..
Finally, if a real understanding of the term public relations is to be
grasped by the leaders of industry, they must accept the fact that the public
relations philosophy must permeate all phases of thinking in the organise*
tion.^ The entire planning and budgeting policy is as much a matter of pub*
lie relations as it is of production and sales.. In any policy relating to
product or personnel, the question of public relations assumes major inpor*
tance. Such policies and procedures have a great deal to do with the wider
concept of public relations which holds that public relations must enter
into all of the company’s contacts with people within and without the or*
ganisation.; So interwoven, indeed, are all the activities of an organisa*
tion that aomatimea it becomes difficult to draw a distinction between what
is public relations and what is efficient plant operation., Thesa various
plant functions can not be isolated, they ere dependent on one another, for
what aids one aids the others..
Out of this growing maturity of public relations has come general ac*
ceptence of the theory that there are four basic steps involved in any
public relations plan.r The first is the employment of scientific study to
^MiUon Wright, Pabiie Btlatietu for (New York: ucsraw^ill look Company, Inc., 1*39)
iki 107,
#
6discover what are the public relations problems and what are their propor*
tions.^ The second is the adoption of sincere policies by management on whicii
a sound program can be based.
^
The third is the drafting of a detailed pro>
gram and the execution of it in a way best calculated to earn public approvsJ
and support.. The fourth atep, which meets with more management resistance
and caution than any of the others, is telling the public relations story iL
frank and convincing terms to all interested publics.;;^
B. TSS GROVIlfG, MEED FOR. PUBLIC. RSUTIOMS
It took the depression of the *30's and the rapidity of certain econo-
mic, social and legal changes in this country to drive home the public rela-
tions needs of individuals and business. If there is any doubt that the
public is grossly missinformed about business, here are actual findings of
a field survey the Opinion Bosesreh Corporation of Princeton, New Jersey,
conducted in 1947.,
r
On the aversge, people think business makes s net profit of 25 per
cent. Of the people interviewed, 48 percent did not know the meaning of
accrued taxes;; 4S percent could not define "earned surplus"'. Forty-five
per cent say coapanioa make more than they report.^ Almost a third of the
i^that "at handful of men like the du Fonts, Hecks follers.
Fords, and so on, own moat of tha corporations in America.*^
These are but a few of the reaulta taken from this survey that kelp to
explain why people in general have such a distorted picture of the people
3 Glenn and Oeniyy Griswold, editor, year PtAlie gelatieM (Saw York: Funk and Uasnsils,
1948). p. 12 ,
* Clauds Robinson, *wnat the Fsople Think,” feiat a/ Fiea. p. is, 19S8.
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in management.^ Mr.; Elmo Hoper, after taking similar snrToya, had this to sa)
concerning the public attitude toward business:
"A eta.jority, of' Peopl*< btiieve^ that, very fth> businessmen
have* the< goodt of' tke> nation' in mind> when- tpey make* tk^ir, important,
decisions.. They tpinb business', is. greedy andy has, played< a. large*
part, if* keeping prices tpo kigk^ And‘ they have* been* largely
right, ^6
Management is now hecosting aware that unless they put their own house
in order the public is almest sure to deiaand that government do the job.
So it has been only within the last decade that we have seen the concept of
public relations take hold in the minds of a substantial number of business
leaders.;; At this point everyone seems to agree that this intangible force
called public relations is something to be desired and management is anxious
reaching out for this new tool, in too many instances without realising
fully what is being sought and exactly how it can ne used..
This trend for improved public relstions performance on the part of
American business concerns offers a curious paradox. Many of those who
acknowledge this tread frankly and fully do not take the steps which are
required to establish a complete and adequate public relations program.
That is, such people do not face public relations developments, sad the im-
plications and requirements of these developments in a direct and realistic
manner.^ Good intentions are not enough.; If only lip-service is given to
public relations, the open house and the various techniques of public rela-
tions can hardly be expected to accomplish the results for which they were
intended
.
Before attempting any part of a public relations program for a company,
r
*
*Business is Still in TrouSle,* fartaav. 9*167-71, Ktoy, IMS.
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8nanagemcnt sho«ld this questioa.. Do the preoont policies end conduct
of this coapsay foster public understanding and confidence? Only until this
question con be answered in the affirnatire can one expect to get full ralac
from any program in public relations.; This is not to say that nothing
should be done until every phase of the company policy is in order.
^
A
public relations program should be both coastructivo--in anticipation of
problems that will need correction*«and corrective in applying long-term
solutions to problems that have ariaea.|^
Buaincas and .industry are now at critical points in their development
and if they are to survive and continue to perform their traditional function
of supplying jobs and prodacing tha world’s bighaat standard of living tbay
must begin to follow sound public relntions practices.^ Therefore it is
highly important that, the objectives of public relations arc well understood
and faithly practiced.; It is entirely possible that sound public relations
practices may ba the answer to business survival.
^
c.f iifoosm's. sTAis m commuaity, relatioas.
Set rules of how to handle various Community lialations procedures are
difficult to establish, and would possess little value because individual
cases or circumstancea often vary substantially and in many respects. The
procedures used in different cases will nlso very as among company execu-
tives because of differences in training, experience, and outlook.^ What
onn be done however, is to determine why iateaaifiad comaranity relations
activities are essential, why specific objectives must ba sat, and wbnt
arena of opportunity are open.
liU.
^ Hsdly Wright and Bryone M. Christian, Pmklit Stlttioiu in itfanagvsvnt (Haw York: HcGraw-
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9Vhy. intfnsiv€> community relations, activities. arc> ssssntiaL
first, one oi the chief responsibilities of an iaoaatriei corporation
is to be a good citixen in tke cosamnity in which it lives.;; 'Indnstrial
nnogoMat has become aware that like an inelivideal' s good reputation, a
company’s depends on two things: (1) being a good neighbor and a good
friend, and (2) seeing that its motives are understood.^
Today’s corporations are sore than 'legal persons’; they have developed
personalities which are judged in noeh the same manner as the other citisens
of the connunity.^ And nowhere does the company personality show up store
then in its own hometown.^
As s corporate 'person’ in the community, management must begin to
recognise the social responsibilities that the public demands of its citi*
sens. Responsibilities such as maintenance of attractive plants; provision
for recreation facilities for the community as well as employees; elimination
of nuisances such as smoke and careless disposition of waste materials; aids
to health, education, unemployment, etc.^ in the community can hardly be
elasaed ss severe demands.^ They are actions that would be expected of any
neighbor..
Industry has other objectives in creating better comnanity relations
which are equally important.. These objectives have to do with the important
IHToblem of business survival.. Today company officials find themselves
face to face with the grim question of whether or not there will be a future
••either for their own organisations or for other privately owned and
privately managed American business.. In protecting itself against economic
annihilation, private industry will find community relations activities a
powerful weapon. Why? Beeanse privately operated busineaa will continue to
thrive in thie conntyy ^smt as Iwig as the American people believe it should
,'.
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b« pernitteti to thrivo.^
10
A recent aurrey of the relationship between nanvfactnrin^; plants and
their anrronnding coBimunities
,
conducted by Opinion Research Corporation,
rerealed that the benefits of good cownunity relations accrue only to cooi>
panics which (1) are inherently good neighbors in their respective cou*
nunities, and (2) tell the people in their cocuaunities what they do for the
community benefit.,
In fulfilling the first of these requirements then, tBanagement must
take an active participation in the life of the eonimunity of which it is a
part. This participation must take the form of a sincere, continuous
project.. Correcting false impressions and maintaining good ones is a never
ending job, as simple in its essential philosophy as it can be complex in
execution
.
Companies locate and live in cosiaunities for much the same reason that
other 'persons' do--£or reasons of group-service, security etc.. And the
better a community serves its human eitisens with factors of public service,
health, recreation, schools and good government the better it serves its
company eitisens. One of the greatest assets s company can have is s group
of employees who are prosperous, healthy, intelligent sad happy in their
surroundings. For these reasons then, community relations are of the
grestsat significance to any orgsnisetieu.
Being a good neighbor and more, however, ia not enough.; People have
to know about it. Human beiaga rarely become angry with people and policies
they understand. A light hidden under a bushel does not advance community
relations to an appreciable degree. It is perhaps on this informational
side of the community relations problem that SM>st work needs to be done.;
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reiationshipa and eatabliak good relations in the plant coiaaunity.;
A warning against the appearance of pateraalian, patronage or high
pressure tecitniques in oomaanity relations programs must be inserted at this
time. A conmunity srust not be propagandised or soft-soaped. Too often
Caamaity Belations programs are conducted for selfish interests.. Con-
sciously or unconsciously the community relations program of many eoaipanies
are deaigned to control a coBusunity rather than to work with the community.,
Management must continually examine it's policies for selfish attitudes and
actions which will not stand the light of self examination.,
2., Dtveloping a. community, relations, prpgrttm
Because the Open House is such an integral part of most community rela-
tions programs it is necessary that this study examine the steps needed to
be taken in establishing a community relations program.]. This will be done
not in detail but only in outline form.
First, as with other phases of public relations, the policies of the
company must be examined.. These policies must be baaed on community interest
Care must be taken to correct company policy wkereTer necessary and to avoid
conflict with public interest. All factors causing antagonism must be.> re-
moved, and the company management must be committed sincerely to a program
of responsible action and interest in coMununity welfare..
The next step is to measure employee and community attitudes, for
it is known what misinformation is in the public's mind, what antagonistic
attitudes exist and why, what the employees’ real or imaginary grievances
are, it cannot be shown how to correct the situation..
This appraisal of the community’s general attitude toward the company
can be made by an outside opinion survey organisation with advisory bodies,
or a careful survey of past relationships.. However, public opinion surveys
! ^
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are difficult to cosduet and analyze; therefore, are frequently misleading ini
I 1 1
their resvlta.j^ For this reason it is wise to use a recognized public opinion
j
reneerch organizatioao-sueh as Opinion Research Corporation headed by Claude
j
i
nobinson>>one which can lend an appreciable weight of experience and knowl>
|
j
edge to the particular problem in the community.;
j
After attitudes are scientifically measured the next task is to de*
j
I
termine the relationship these attitudes actually bear to that of the com-
Minity.^ The community relations program must be designed to reach particular
groups rather than the entire community in general.. The community must be
examined ever so closely. < Strong personalities within it, the cross currents
of prevailing public opinion, major interests and goals, the important in«
ititutions both public end prirate>>everything having an effect on life in
the community must be taken into account.
There are other lean spectecular steps in devising a community relations
plan and they are merely mentioned here, but they ere of equal importance in
(ho final outcome of the progmii . Among these are: consideration of small
details such as telephone coatscts with the public, relations with suppliers
and salesmsB of the eomaranity, correspondeace, and arathods of handling
Every attempt shonld be made to encourage all personnel to bo
food will ambaaaadors for thoir company in the common ity.[
Sxtcution\ of' tliOf cowmunity rflations. prpfrtm
Although good coanuaity relations rests on the foundation of basic
sjporational policy of a company, and the collective attitude of its personnel
and many publics, there is a wide choice in the selection of the operations
(Imi% are to be knit into a smoothly functioning community relations plan.;
Some are the general, basic tools of good public relations with a local
t|cyi -tit/ ro. 'V/^
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application, sach as news raleaaes to press and radio, plant-city advert is isj
;
speakers, personal contacts, annual reports, public exhibits and industrial
moTies.^ Others are more restricted to the conuiunity relations aspect, such
as the Open Moose, eaployee house organ, diaplaye, special events and co-
operation in civic projects, vocational information and coffistunity recreation.
Careful uae and integration of all of these tools in the over-all coasmnity
relations program ia essential. < Cosuouaity relations opersted on this basis
is effeetive.f
Although it has baen emphasized that fundamental policies of a company
are of paramount importance to any ccMWBuaity relations program this study
has not given special attention to the discussion of company policies or
community relations in general..
To do so would be to broaden this diacusaion of Open House beyond all
reason.^ In view of what has been said regarding the ethical means by which
good public relations may be obtained and the stress laid on the importance
of policy, the limitation of this study to what is commonly regarded as
minor functions of community relations may be challenged.
A company, however, that deserves good public relations on the basis of
its policies and ethical atandarda may incur public disfavor because it
neglects these minor factors is the relations with the community. It seems
to follow then, that all functions, both large and smII, must be studied
and analysed and brought into balance if the company ia to secure, and
deaerve, good public relations.'
This study proceeds then with the assumption that the company deserves
good, or at least improved, public relations on the basis of its present
policies and ethical standards.
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CHATOP II
HHAT THE OPEN HOUSE IMPLIES
Industry has much to gain from an Open House progra».. It gires usnage-
B«nt an opportunity to cootsct the people of the locsl cotsmunity directly
sad tell the story of production, operation, sslos, and-use of products,
OMployee benefits and plant cosusunity relations. It is a aiediun through
which people can see for themselTes what wakes industry function, that it
is an integral part of the comsunity in which they lire. It gires eaployees
an opportunity to show families and friends their own contributions to the
orerall industrial picture, instills pride in their company, and furnishes
an added incentive to maintain plant housa keeping.^ It gives the public a
chance to see not only plant operations but also the actual conditions
under which employees work.^
Conger Reynolds, Director of Public Relations of Stsndsrd Oil Company
of Indiana, has revealed a very challenging survey report of public seti-
isent about the Standard Oil Company. [ Interviewers asked, *^Kcre did you
get that impraasion?*( An extract from the report followa:
It was learned that 77 per cent of the favorable impressiona and S5
percent of the unfavorable were gained through customer experience or from
personal contacts with employees or dealers, that 17 per cent of the
favorable impressions and 24 per cent of the unfavorable developed out of
hearsay and personal observation, that 2.5 percent of the favorable im-
pressions and 17. per cent of the unfavorable were gained from reading
newspapers, magazines, etc., and that 2.8 per cent of both kinds of im-
pressions were obtained from radio, advertising, school, and other aoureea.
,7 V
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Th«s • total of 94.7 p«r ,cont of all the favorable iKpresaion^, accord
ing to vhat people theaselvea tell ua, are gained iron wbat we hare hereto-
fore regarded as ninor neans of coamanicatioa with the pablic--the personal
contacts we have with people, word of MOUth publicity, and people's own use
of their eyes.. Of the anfavorable impressions 79.8 per cent are gained in
the same manner.
s
The importance of the proper use of Open House begins to become app«r#B^«
An infromal survey of a group of textile executives, who have held
Open {loose in their plants, concluded that this tool of community relations
easily ranks high among the few simpleat, least expensive, and moat ex-
pensive, and moat effective ways to win community good will.^
The phrase Open Monae is actually a term embracing three reasonably
distinct practices, each of which has certain characteristics peculiar to
itself.;
Family or, Smployatt 0ay. it perhaps the oldest from the standpoint of
usage.' As its name implies it is a day set aside exclusively to entertain
employees and. their families, and is an excellent means for the promotion of
better employee relations.
Another type of Open House is what might be celled Community ^ Day
• \
This
is the occsasien when the plant is thrown open for inspection by the public
at large.
^
Oemonatrationa of actual production processes involved in making
products and pointing out production problems to the visitors may be held.
Many organisations carry this educational process aven farther by the use
of displays, demonstrations, prepared talks, by guides, booklets and other
^ See 0pm ihmtt Aaaker Om*, (Prepared for The ^extila Coisalttee on Futile Relations
by Dudley, Anderson and Yutzy, Raw York, 19S9), p.
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teckaiqaes to point out the econonic probietts of the company and to illus-
trate their contribution to the econosiic well-being of employees, customers,
and stockholders.,'
The third practice which cones under the general term of Open House is
the special Guest, Day, \ This is the tine-tested practice of inTihing care-
fully selected groups of thought leaders to visit the plant.
^
These may
include local civic leaders such business sen, ministers, teachers and
youth groups. With few exceptions, it is best to have such groups homo-
geneous --that is, all teachers, all clergymen, all suppliers, and so forth--
and obviously, all planning nust be based on a recognition of the special
interests and attitudes of the group.. Such plant visitations 'lead to
reciprocity in which there is often s free exchange of ideas that are of
help to individual companies and of benefit to the coswunity.^
Whether a company decides to combine all three of these practices mentioned
above or uses then separately will be dictated by what the company wishes to
accomplish, or by the nature of the event which provides the reason for
sponsoring the occasion dn the first place. The important fact is to re-
cognise that there are three types of Open House which may be employed to
produce the results desired. Regardless of sixe and type, however, they ell
have the aaue general objectives and require the saise careful planning. In
this study whenever the term Open House is used it will refer to all three
of the above prsctices.
»
A.] PRIMARY. OBJECTIYSS OF OPEM BOOSE.
There are three broad, genera 1 reasons why the Open House is both good
business and good public relutions.,^ The first is to gain good will.' The
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•f the vtriotts publics with which a co«pany otay coce into contact. As yet, |i
jthere has been no accurate method deTised to aeasure the intangible results
i
|pf the Open House. There is very little actual evidence which outlines the
results of Open House.
^
The results are ‘sensed’ results. General iapresaioa|
of people who have conducted theae affairs point to certain results they j'
bolievc hsve seemed to their coaipaaies by holding Open House. Theae
theoretical reaulta then have been enough to convlDce many industrisl organi-
sations that they furnish valid reasons for conducting Open House.,
1. Op«n- Souse* gains: good> will
The modern Open House, if properly conducted, actively attempts to
create improved coiunoaity undera tending of the company.,,^ The Open House is
not a sight-seeing tour.. Instead it is a opportunity for the company to
poraanently establish good will through a better underatauding of the op«ra>
tions of the buaineaa., Mr., Charles L. Bromberg, Chairman of Associated
Industries of Alabama, stated at the Sixth National Conference of Business
Pohl ic Bolations Executives Meeting that:
. I
during tPe< past sixtften nonthsi we have-
eonductfd* a. vigorous, prpgram of- plant, visitations,
\
Ve* finely believe* tftat, tfiis, is, one* of- the* very finest,
methods: tp bring abouti a betfpr, and* sounder, underr
standing between- the* people* and* our, industri*^^
Tha Open House by itself cannot bring about perfeact understanding be-
hVMA tha community and the company.) To be effective, the Open House must
ho a part of a much broader plan to reach the public. However af there is
O new community relations policy being launched nothing could start it off
hotter than an Open House.,
A
See Sixth Rational conference of susinesa delations Executives, (auspacas of National
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The neighborliness of inviting the citizens of the cocenmnity to visit s
plant is further emphasized when the conpany can show that it is a good
place to work, a safe place in which to invest money and truly a good citi-
zen in the community. The company which accomplishes these ends will have
taken a long step toward good community relations.
2. open ffouse> builds. employee< morale^
The C>pen House is capable of strenghtening employee morale in two
distinct areas.. First, by helping the worker himself to realize the impor*
tance of his job and create the feeling that he is making a contribution to
society. Secondly, by explaining his job and its importance to his family
and the community, the employee becomes proud of his job and the contributioa
he makes to his community.
Because many employees seldom see wore of the plant in which they nay
spend most of their lives than the small section in which they work, it is
important that they see their job in relation to the whole operation. No
matter what his job is, every employee is an important part of the organiza-
tion on Open House day.
Improved employee morale is often reflected in reduced labor turnover,
and better job applicants. By serving as an excellent means to demonstrate
good plant working conditions, the Open iiouse is also effective in dispellin|
employee misconceptions about company operation.
Among the people of a conuauaity who are most anxious to visit its manu-
facturing plants are the families of enployeeai . It is generally true that,
while they have an idea about the job of the breadwinner, it has never been
explained quite to their satisfaction. Employees generally take considera-




company's production. During all typos of Open House the employees actually
feel that they are the hosts of the people who are risiting the plant.. At
the sane time experience shows that no production leg takes place.
Still another i&apostant factor in building employee morale is main-
taining a feeling of security among the employees. Many factors and condi-
tions, which make a good place in which to work, are not too obTious. It
is difficult to see or touch many of the best things. For instance, em-
ployee benefit plans . One can not see or touch a group insurance plan and
admire it accordingly. But in terms of individual security--eTen as a
contribution to the welfare of a community- -an employee insurance program
under which the employer absorbs part of the cost has impressive signifi-
>•
canc«a
Training programs, employee activities, safety and health programs,
opportunity for individual advancement --a 11 these are the fabric of a good
place to work.^ Again, they are not obvious, even to many employees. They
need to be sold and explained and interpreted. It takes imagination and
ingenuity to dramatise the signifigance of employee programs. Tt is worth
the effort, needs doing, and can be done through Open House activities.
3. Op*n Bou$*> as. art' »ducational aid
It has previously been stressed that the public has a distorted picture
of the financial, production and engineering problena which face industrial
management.^ While many people are convinced that the mechanical wonders of
mass production are good for the country, many others are confused about how
all this affects them as employees and taxpayera. Wrapped up in what
people think about an induatry--what they like about it, what they dislike
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they do not understendxare »any factors that force thevalue of good will up
or down,
*
Or. Claude Bobinson of the Opinion Hesearch Corporation lias said on
many occasions, that messages presented to visitors at an Open House are
retained over a surprisingly long period of time.' He has also said that
people attending an Open House expect to receive inforiaation, ami that
they welcome being ‘sold’.’ Perhaps the reason is because this type of
presentation is the next closest thing to talking to people personally.
The opportunity for telling the company story during Open H-'u*** is
almost limitless. Here are only a few of the facts that can be explained
during the plant tour; The company's scientific end engineering programs;
the structure of the industry of which the company is a part; safety and
health practices; significance of local purchases and payrolls; number of
jobs created by the company; part played in civic progress; and facts about
financial structure of company.
Industrial management is becoming aware that it is a sound public rela-
tions practice to explain its problems simply and honestly to the public.^ ^
Only when they are fully informed about a company’s financial, production
and engineering problems will the public understand and appreciate the
actions which management might take to solve these problems; And Open House
is made-to-order for explaining many of these perplexing problems.
If there is one thing an industrial Open House can do better than show
bow things are made, it is to demonstrate how our economic system functions.
All the ingredients are present--reen, money, materials, machines, tools,
*
See Sixth Rational Conference of Business Public Relations Executives, (auspeces of
National Association of Manufacturers, New York, 19NB) p. UO.
If
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During the plant tour, explanations and descriptions nay go
l|
|i>«yond mere statements of fact. Group discussions with nanagenent represen>
latires, remarks of guides, descriptive placards on machines, tools and
itockpiles are only a few of the media that nay be used to convey information
jlurirng Open House.,
J., SPECIFIC RESULTS OF OPBR BOUSE
then the Open House is conducted in an efficient and intelligent manner
and the above three objectivea>-good will, employee morale and education**
ire fulfilled, certain more specific results begin to become sppsrent..
Job applicstions become more numerous when the citizens of a community
jMideratand and trust sn organization; thereby giving the company a better
•bor source..
Press relations may be improved during an Open House either by conduct in|^
I special tour for the press or by keeping them well*«but not over-*informed
hbermt the event..
The opportunity to improve stockholder relations during Open House
likomld not be overlooked.. Competition for investing capital is stiff and
co. which is best understood end trusted will have less trouble finding
idditioaal capital with which to expand. When the stockholder is taken
through the plant he has an opportunity to see what his money has made
^•••ible., Ike stockholder also takes greater pride in ownership when he
Ijidbrstands the problems of the company in which he holds stock. If during
I com»unity*day celebrstion stockholders ere urged to attend and given
ipeciai identifying tags, other visitors can see that the owners of the
lompany come from all walks of life.. This aids greatly in dispelling the
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id«a that owaera are the bloated iaveator type so often portrayed to em-
ployees and coKfflunity neighbors.^
Another result of a carefully planned Open House is the increased re-
r -
caption of a company’s other messages. This again is the natural result
of people being more interested in a company which they understand and have
intimate knowledge.
During special guest days when students or teachers visit the plsnt
thore is the opportunity to stioiulste studies and discussions shout local
industries.^ Special study projects may be planned with schools and in this
way influence the caliber and attitude of future employees.^
Professional groups all have special interests in an industrial plant..
Doctors, for example, are as much interested in the public health as any
plsnt manager is in production efficiency end its imprevement.^ Clergymen
are interested in human relations in industry.. All have a sincere,
aympathetic and professional interest in industrial programs and problems.
Ilia opinions of thesa men and women are important and the fact that they
CM help solve plant problems should be enough to warrant careful considera-
tion when planning Open House.
The fact the Open House advances the cause of mutual understanding be-
twean employae and employer is a matter of record.. The magazine Connecticut
Industry quotes the president of the Stanely Works in New Britain, Coanecti-
C«t.
"A grfat,d*al of' good-will uasi created’ betuften onploytes.
tftemsglves, in' tpoir, own division, and> botween otkor, divi-^
sionSi—thsy Itamtd- that, follow momberf. of> tho* ^tanloy
fami lyt wort* fine> worhsutn , » w*ro> human andi woroi faetd> withi
simi lar, prpbUmsi
;
Bxocutivooi and> emptoyoes. alikot $tptfd>
that, this- Open' Souses will havOi a, stppng influence* over, futurfi
labor, eontfactual relations,
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Another result of Open House, psrticularly where s plant produces a
consumer product for distribution in a local area is enthusiasm for the
product and .increased sales.
^
Selling at this eveni^nust be done respect-
fully and always in a low pressure way., Food and dairy companies, for
example, have found an impentant selling advantage in the demonstration
of sanitary conditions under which products are prepared and packaged..^
C.. DBTERMISIHG THE. SUCCESS OF OPEH HOUSE
Ever since industrial leaders have begun to recognise the importance
of the function of public relations and accept the new concept of busi-
ness responsibility to public interest, men in the public relations and
allied fields have been seeking methods to measure the results of their
efforts.^ Their task has been difficult. ^ The techniques of public re-
lations furnish little tangible evidence with which to base conclusive
answers
As a result, for many years no criteria was developed to sccurstely
measure the success or failure of Open House., True, in recent years many
companies have boasted that they have held a successful Open House be-
cause so many thousand people visited their plant or because they dis-
pensed so much cake and ice cream. Of coarse the number of people who
attend an Opsn House is not, s measure either of its success or of what it
accomplishes.' It is only an indication that a certain number of people
were interested in seeing the plant and its operations.
Other companies have found that they can definitely trace better
bank relations, employee relations or a change in community attitude to
the effectiveness of Open House. These conclusions, however, are only
5
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*s«n«ed' aad tread on pretty thin ice.^ Hecogniaing reel results is truly
difficult unless something better then guesswork is used to messure the
results.
Out of this concern, to find more specific methods to meesure the
Open House end other techniques of public relations, has developed s
/
broad expanaion in the uae of public opinion reaearch and a general
recognition of the fact that public attitudes can and must be accurately
Deaaured., Progress in developing these methods was slow, but in recent
years organisations such as the Opinion Besearch Corporation has been
making rapid strides.
For example at American Type Founders, Elizabeth, New Jersey, in-
terviewers from Opion Besearch Corporation visited guest two weeks after
each special guest visit.
^
Their questions were designed to discover
reactions and impressions, and learn how much of company’s message was
retained.^ In this sampling, 94 per cent of the visitors were able to
cite one or more basic facts they had learned about the company.. The
amount paid to stockholders was repeated by 92 per cent. One or more
employee benefits were remembered by S7 per cent, and 72 per cent
knew the employee’s share of the dollar., These are startling' facts,
especially in the light of The Standard Oil survey previously cited.
Another outstanding example of the effective use of opinion re-
search in measuring Open House results was illustrated at a recent
Walter ^aker Open House. Sixty housewife visitors were interviewed
several days after they took the tour. Also interviewed was a control
group --an equal number of local housewives who had not taken the tour..
The results were again highly satisfactory and were published by the
V' J
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Opinion Hesearch Corporation, aa a part of an Index Heport. The anaeera
revealed an auasing recall by respondents and without a doubt revealed
iifftrtnces. taking the tour.^
Before and after aurveya of this type are admittedly expensive. But
two facta remain. First, if the stakes are high and a company must
definitely know whether their messages were commuted to the public, there
is a method which offers a reasonable amount of reauita. decoad, these
and many other such surveys clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of a
Prpperly conducted Open House.,
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PCa-ICY CmSIEERATIOKS PLANNING OPEN HOUSE
A. IfBO SEOffLD' SOLD' OPES BOUSE? >
In the prerious chapter some indication was given as to the results
which may be expected from a properly planned and conducted Open House.
Flowever, the fact that the Open House is an accepted an valuable tech>
nique in many community relations programs, does not mean that a program
of this type will solve all the commanity relations problems of a com-
pany. An intelligent doctor would not prescribe aspirin to every head-
ache victim no more than a public relations director would suggest Open
House ss the solution to any or all coamunity relations problems. It
is at this point that a great doai of objectivity ia needed by manage-
ment.
Before determining whether to hold Open House, what type of Open
House to use or when Open House should be held, three important steps
must be taken.
First, the company must make an exhaustive survey and analysis of
its own problems, limitations and community servicea., A clear under-
standing must be developed of the exact relationship these factors bear
to the community. In short the company nest be put under a magnifying
glass ae as to determine the position it occupies, the services it per-
forms and the relationa of its members to tbeir fellow eitiieas,
It may be that employee relations are bad for some reason, or that
the factory is causing the community undue hardship because of smoke
nuisnnee. In these and many other circumstances it is the duty of a
'sf
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coonnnity relation* program to first find a care for these iils.^ Plant-
community understanding is difficult to achieve when the plant visitor
sees unhealthy plant conditions or recognizes community problems which
the company could help solve.
^
After these primary problems are solved
the Open House has a better opportunity to fulfill its mission of promoting
better understanding between the company and community.;;
The second step is to survey the needs of the community. r If the
city is in clear need of a recreation park, if unemployment is exceptionally
high, or if the city is plagued with bad government, these problems then
deserve ismediate attention.. The Open House will be far more effective
if the cosMsunity knows that you are helping them find solutions to their
problems.^
The third step is tied very closely to the first two; however, its
importance to the field of public relations warrants its mention again.;
That is the job of putting the company's own house in order.. Shaping
company policies with always an eye on the public interest is a herculean
task, but, if done, will go far toward insuring the success of the whole
public relations program.^
The answer to the question, who should hold Open House, begins to
become apparent. Those companies which have surveyed their own structure,
recognized the needs of their community and shaped their policies toward
the public interest are in the most favorable position to hold Open House.,
Hiis is not to imply that only companies 'vho find themselves in this happy
circumstance can hope to hold a successful affair of this type.;; It means
that tangible and intangible results of an Open House hold under these
favorable circumstances will be better and that objectives will be more
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There are further considerations which sonetiaes dictate whether a
company will or will not hold Open House.
^
A conpletely uninteresting
anufacturing process in soiae instarees limit an operation such as Open
House. Howerer there are very few manufacturing processes that the
public does not find interesting if properly presented., Seemingly simple
procedures such as wire making, manufacturing of cement, etc.., hare all
attracted large crowds on risitation day.^
Dangerous manufacturing preceaaea or conditiona sometistos limit the
axtent of Open House operations.^ Company officials should newer, under
any circumstance, uanecesaarily endanger riaitora to the plant.,.
During the war many products and manufacturing procasses were of a
secret nature.^ This circumstance sometimes limits a company to other
media than Open House.
^
Here again care should be taken not to exclude
«
the public unless necessary.. Many parts of the jet engine are still
secret, but the public could be and is taken through parts of these plants
without revealing military secrets.^
A plant which haa difficult working conditions sometimes kas troubla
staging plant tours.
^
Mining companies and steel companies are ceatinually
plagued with this problem and unless there ia a great deal of miaconcep>
tioa on the part of the community about working conditiona, extreme care
should be taken in conducting Open House in these instances.^
The majority of companies who have conducted Open House report that
production has increased instead of decreased during a factory tour.
However there are some manufacturing processes during which an Open
Kouae inevitably results in confusion and disruption of production.. In
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these cases Open House is ill edvised.^
There is e aisconception enong many that the Open House is liaited
to large coapanies.^ la a survey of aany aisceilaaeous activities in Aaieri>
can business, published in 1946 by Th*^ Hationai InduttrM Conftrfncei
Boari^tit was found that nearly 7% of the 3,496 coapanies surveyed are
now conducting open house prograas. The figures show that the practice is
Bore prevalent among the larger coapanies than the saaller, but even
among those with fewer than 2S0 caployees there arc some that hold Open
House. Of this group, 2.3% report the practice, while among coapanies
having between 2S0 and 1,000 employees, the percentage is 5.3. More
than 10,5% of the coapanies having between 1,000 and 5,000 employees are
holding Open House, and nearly 18% of the very Iwrge coapanies with
more than 5,000 employees.*
One of the first decisions that aust be made after it has been de*
.
t I
cided that som form of Open House will be used in conjunction with the
community relations program is determining the type of Open House to
As this study has previously pointed out, the broad term Open House
is broken down into three main types -- Community Day, Employee Day and
Special Guest Day.^ Each of these practices is designed to reach a speci*
fic audience and sccoaplish certain objectives. The choice of one over
another will depend largely on what objectives management wishes to ac>
coaplish and to what group of people the company wishes to tell its story.
^
It is necesssry then to consider each of these practices separately and







B. DETERMUflMG T8E TYPE OP OPEM BOUSE, TO BOLD
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to discover what each is capable of acconpiishing and when each way be
used to its fullest advantage.
^
€omnunity Day>*is usually a day aet aside for the general public to
inspect the plant and observe the company in action.^ Broad economic
lessons, deaonstra&ions of actual production procesaes, and explanations
of coapany problems can be presented to large groups of citizens. This
type of event need not be held on any particular date or in conjunction
with any particular occasion.^ Howevar, the publicity value and enhanced
drawing power resulting from holding Open House on a special date, for
instance on the anniversary of the founding of the community in which
the company is located, is capitalized on by many companies.
^
This type of Open House is effective in combating community wide
misconceptions about plant conditions.' lliis is also the type usually
used at the dedication of newly acquired property or completion of new factmj^^
facilities.. The Community Day is also used by many companies so that they
may hold Open house simultaneously with community events such ss County
Fair, Centennials, etc.
Community Day, then, is used to tell the company story to large groups
of people particularly on special daya.^ It is used to celebrate an occasion
--one in which the company invites all its neighbors to visit the plant.*
Preparation for this particular event is similar to the other types, always,
howeeer, keeping in mind that plans must include vast numbers of people.^
Employee or Family Day«*is set aside exclusively for the benefit of
employees and their families. This event is usually used to help maintain
better employee relations. The employees should be given s greater part
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take a greater interest if they kelp plan the event. Many tines Employee
Day is held in conjunction with Conaunity Day>>that is, a special tine is
set aside for the employees and their faailies to visit the plant. Nor-
mally, however, it is held on some traditional date having no connection
with other occasions. Feaily Dey is usually held on a day when children
of eeployees can attend - - frequently in the suener or early fall.. It
is an excellent time to generate a family interest in the coaipany, thereby
creating better employee relations and securing greater company loyalty.
Special Gueat Day -- This type of Open House ia perhaps the oldest
and most effective for accomplishing specific objectives. The audience can
be carefully selocted and the whole affair slanted to their particular
interests. If a company wishes to influence community thinking, selected
groups of thought leaders nay he invited to the plant and given special
tours which are of particular interest to them. Salesmen, buyers, busi-
nessmen, teschers, students sre just a few of the groups that this type of
Open House may appeal. These visits will be most effective end a greater
exchange of ideas will take place if the groups are homogeneous.^ Whenever
possible, the wishes end convenience of the guests should he given
priority when arranging e euiteble tiiae for the visit.
Studies have revealed that the greatest contribution which can he
made to an effoctive Open House program is the careful choice of relevant
themes.; In planning the many necessary details of a plant tour, businesses
might be tempted to forget that the public ia much more .interested ia how
the company adds to their well-being than in the beauty or efficiency of
the plant’s operations.
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fkt* entirfi community ben«/itf, from
th9< wages, paid^ to — and, spent, by. —
the, employees, of' tpe> local plants',
Sigh', production means: moroi job se^
curjty. and, increased, opportunities
.
;
Good working conditions: - proper,
lighting,^ clean rest, rooms, tidy
housekeeping, , ete.-^
Skill of’ employees.*
Accuracy and, precision' in, manufac-~
taring.;
Modern equipment, that, eliminates,
heavy labor. < simplifies, jobs: and, in-
creases: productions.
Research ukich makes: for, better, •
uniform products^’,
Care* in', manufacture *
;
Mew. metpodsi and, new prpducty:,
;
Safety measures: - special devicee: on
machines. clean* aisles, > guard, rails. >
special clotp%ng, etc.;
Otper, employee* benefits. - msdical
and, hospital care^ * suggestion system,
bulletin' boards;, > cafeterias^ > stc-l
These S0parate typea of Open Hovae- -Coanaunity Oay, Employee Day and
Special Gueat Day>>auat be examined to determine which of the three will
beet aolre the immediate problem. It ia poaaible that all three practices
nay be used in order to gain the desired results.^ Many companies stage a
Community Day celebration and Employee Day affair on set dates during the
year and hold special plant riaitationa whenever the need arieea. The
important factor is to size up the problems and audience to be reached
end choose the Open House practice that will be most effective.^
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C._ ms TO SOLD OPES BOUSE
After the executives of a company have decided to bold an Open House,
end once they have settled on its purpose or purposes, it is next neces-
sary to decide when it should be held. Many companies prefer to hold Open
House on anniversaries, at the completion of new buildings or plant facili-
ties, stockholders meetings, presentations of new products or models, etc.^
Most companies, however, that have inaugurated Open House programs within
the last two or three years have built them around no particular event but
in response to a desire to have employees, their families and friends and
members of the community in general become better acquainted with the
company. As was mentioned earlier, some companies have found that the
Open iiouse takes on additional significance from being associated with some
important community event.
Whatever occassion the company decides to use for holding Open House,
timing of the event is of the utmost importance. The timing of the affair
must consider at least two very practical factors.^ The production factor
must always be considered when planning the Open House. In most cases it
is highly desirable to have the plant in operation, therefore sleek seasons
and production schedules must be carefully studied before setting the date.^
The seasonal factor is another important consideration. Very hot or cold
seasons should be avoided, particularly if part of the plant grounds will
be needed for display areas, refreshments stands or rest areas..
On the other hand, selection of a date also should take into con-
sideration the special interest of the guest invited. For example, the
opening of a new or modernised plant hospital would be of direct interest
to physicians or a nurses' association. Installation of new industrial
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waste disposal equipKsat, additions of new or expanded research or eagin*
eering laboratories, etc.^ -- all these and others provide a natural oc-
casion for a special group visit of one kind or another.^
Another factor worth consideration is regional and coammnity customs.
Often times a study will reveal important habits and customs which have an
influence on the timing of such event and oMinner of invitations.^
Ibe tine period for Open House should be given special study before
any definite dates are set for the event.
^
The study of Open house activi-
ties of forty-seven companies made by Factfiry, Management, and^ Maint9 nanc*>
gives some iodiceiion as to the number of days given to an affair of this
type. 3 Of the forty-seven companies, twenty-four staged one day affairs,
eight lasted two days, five companies hsd a three day celebration, two
lasted for four days.^ The remaining seven companies varied their Open
House from one to eighteen days.' Employee Day celebrations and Special
(luest tours are uaually one day affairs.^ The Coouaunity Day type of Open
House is more versatile end may last as long es eighteen days, as did a
Johnson and Johnson Company Open House.
Hesults from the above survey also indicate that the afternoon is the
t-
ost popular time for holding an Open house. j Of the forty-seven companies
questioned thirty- three opened their doors in the morning and continued all
day. Forty-three of the forty-seven companies conducted Open House during
the afternoon and either morning or evening.^ More than half held at least
part of their Open House during the evening. This indicated that the after-
^ L. M. Starh, ”Ho«r to Man and iun Open House,* feetwy Mtintenemee end dsnegeseat, 107:92-
10*, feoruary, 19*9.
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noon and evening are the laost popular tiaea of the day to conduct plant
tours. A careful selection of the season, aonth, day and hour will go far
toward insuring the success of any type of Open House prograei..
D. GBKERAL COlfSIOERATlOifS.
Responsibility for, Planning—The initiative which is behind the idea
of planning an Open Konse usually begins with management. And like all
other phases of public relations, this event must be actively supported
by top management. Management decides whether Open House will be held; it ii
the company which directly benefits from Open House and as a result it
logically follows that in the end management must accept the full responsi-
bility for the planning and execution of Open House. Of course in the
last analysis the event can only be successful if this authority and re-
sponsibility is properly delegated.
Management should at the outset give to its production representatives
s clear understanding of the purpose of its proposal to open its doors to
the public. This can best be done if en initial plan is outlined.^ Ideas
must be collected and presented in written form so that the cosmittees
will have a guide. in the early stages of planning. The various advantages
which will accrue to the business from the Open House should be adequately
defined so that thers will be a maximum of cooperation and initiative forth-
coming from those who will assist in laying the plans. Only when this
complete understanding has been achieved and cooperation assured can the
definite responsibilities of the various supervisory personnel bo estsb-
lished.^
Production v«. ^Ton-Prpdue^iiru a other important decision which must
Ia tade concerning the day which Open House is to be held, is wht ther it
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should be on a day when the plant ia in operation, or on a Saturday, Sun-
day or other tine when the plant ia idle.
«
The two main reaaona why many companies refrain from holding Open
House on production days are (1) they feel that the introduction of a
continuous stream of visitors into the plant for an extended period of
time would disrupt operations, and result in loaa of production and (2)
some companies feel their operations are too hazardous for them to provide
ladequate safeguards against accidents to visitors.
(hi the other hand, companies which have held their Open House on a
jwork day do not generally experience any difficulty regarding production
!
slow-downs. Several companies even report that production increased
noticeably on Open House day. The reason for this should not be sur-
prising. If the morale of moat of the workers is good, and they have a
reasonable amount of pride in their work, it might be expected that they
will work harder than usual in order to impress the visitors. It is
conceivable in some situations that a Community Day celebration, where
the whole community is invited, might alow the production schedule. The
Employee Day and Special Guest Duys almost demand that there be at least
partial production during the plant tour.
There are definite advantages in having the plant in operation.^ One
is that the whole exhibition ia certainly more interesting.^ The average
visitor expects to seo some action when he visits the plant, and his
disappointment is justified if he does not witness at least partial
production. Guosta are also more easily impressed with the amount of
energy, thought, end money which goes into tho development of a given
piece of machinery when they see it in operation. Then, too, families

37
of enployees will want to see tbeir breadwinner working on the job. >Sow«
conpanies try to avoid the disadvantage of not having the plant in opera-
tion by having only skeleton crews operate the plant or a few skilled
technicians present to operate and explain sowe of the sore coaplex
machines.^
Results frou the cocprebensive survey which Factprjfi Mana^gtnent, and*
ffaintpnancet recently conducted show decidedly that the trend is toward
holding Open House during working hours.' Of the .forty-seven asjor coa-
psnies polled, thirty-eight were in full operation, nine were in partial
production, while only five coapanies were coapletely shut down.
The decision on production or non-production during Open House of
course aust be aade in terns of local conditions. But the successful
experiences of those companies which have held Open House on working days
seems to warrant the conclusion that any company which has not done so,
should, if it can possibly manage it, hold Open House when the plant is
in operation.
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A PLAN FOR 0BGANI2ING AN OPEN tKXlSE
A.- UlUkl ORGAHIUTIOM
It is esseatisl that the heads of all departments of management take
an actire part in the planning and execution of the Open Hoaae. This ia
in accord with the wide recognition that public relations is a responai*
bility of management at the policy lerel.^ The public relations director,
if such a formal actirity exists within the company, the personnel or
industrial relations director and their departments are qualified to co>
ordinate the necessary promotional activities and will handle many of the
important details.^ But the probable success of such an affair may be
seriously impaired if other top management personnel do not assume appro-
priate obligations.^
As with any project which involves many people, organisation is the
keynote to the success of Open House. Top management is responsible for
the success or failure of Open House so they must consider carefully how
their authority is delegated, and the plan organized.; In general there
are two plans by which most present-day Open Honses are conducted.- One
is generally termed tmfloyttt or^anitati on and the other is called the
commiitott system. Both are in use today; however the committee system is
most widely accepted as being the more efficient.
Bmploytti Orfsntsaffon^-The employee organisational system is a plan
whereby the employees are allowed to sponsor and arrange for the Open
House. Responsibility may be placed in the hands of the foreman’s or
other supervisory associations.^ This plan has the advantage of procuring a
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I greater amoeat of intereat and cooperation fron a maxirnsR nuaber of en-
pioyeea, since by naking thee partners in the program, management appeals
I
to their pride and a desire to pnt on a good ahost . If this system is
I used, caire must be taken to see that one of the group possessing strong
lesdership sttributes is placed in charge.; Otherwise there is a good




stay dissipate itself in misguided and unguided effort."
The greatest success of this plan seems to be with Employee Day cele>
brstiotts and the smeller Open House affstrs.. Many companiea object to l|
this system because they beliewe it is not an efficient method to nse if
|
Open Houae is conducted on a large scaln.; The Stanley Works of New
^
I,







President Pritchard of the Stanley Works stated that snch a program
as presentsd by the employees did s greet deal for his particular organi-
sation. *But,*'he said, *mach mannfacturer atust tackle his own problems
j
i
his own way.^ We here fonnd this affair to be pleasant as well as practical,
|
and wa firmly beliers that it will be conducive to good results, yet it
does not neceaaarily follow that such satisfactory results would be ob-
tained by other organisations from a like project.**
There appeers to be two general reasons for the failure of this type
of organisation of Open House. First, to plan and conduct an affair of
this type, a separate organisation having little or no relation to the
production organisation must be cstnblinhed. This takes employees out of
their normal sphere of activity. Hence they are seldom capable to cosm
up to tbe job in so short a time. Secondly, this method of organisation
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Committfe* Sx*4f Probably the best plan, because it is the Boat flexi*
pie and provides for centralised control, is the cosuaittee type of orfsni>
lation, headed by a general chairiaan, selected from the uppereiost levels
of nanagenent.' With this system it is logical that the person charged
ith the overfall administration of the program should be of that group.,
iSranted full power to make decisions and to take whatever action is neces*
aary to assure the success of the occasion, he will be in an excellent
paaition to accomplish sad arraage natters which atight otherwise be
blocked by individuals who are uusyapathetic or lukewarm to the whole ided
.
A warning must be sounded here against the practice of making the
committee system exclusively s top msasgement affair.. It is vital that a
aensc of participatioa be instilled into all levels of responsibility in
the plant if Open House is to be successful.. This means participation in
planning as well as execution.
\
The first step toward activation of a program tentatively decided
upon by management should be a meeting or a series of conferences between
the proper representatives of top nanagesMat, including the management of-
fieial in charge of public relations, and the various branches of plant
supervision, the general aaperintendant, general foreman, industrial rela-
tions rappestatativa, safety superviaor, maintenance manager and, in some
cases the leading shop staward of the union representing employees.^ This
might he known 2 S the Steering Committee for the Open House.,
This Steering Committee should be charged with certain important de-
cisions which must he made at the very beginning of the planning stage of
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th« affair ahoald ba bald, length and type of Opan Ifanae and certain budget
recoamendations. Hie general chairaan or coordinator should also be chosen
by this group.' Sometines they also are charged with appointing the conait-
tee heads, although this task is usually left to the director of the Open
House.
Tn the last analysis, howerer, the gneral chairman can be successful
only if he works through an efficiently organised group of conunittees
This system of committees can be small or large, simple or complex de-
pending upon the type of Open House to be held, and how elaborate it will
bc.^ An excellent example of committee organisation set up bygone large
company to run a three day Open Houae which over 50,000 people attended,
is reproduced below.' It can very easily be adaptad to the needs of any
ssse company, and will assure that all the details connected with' the Open
House will be handled by someone; and thet there will be no overlapping or
confusion of responsibilities.'
Publicity, all promotional material, including anoun
cements, and printed material to be given away at the Open House.
^
Main-
tain close liason with members of the press and radio. Arrange and sche-
dule program of entertainment.
Traffic andi Transportation Comrnittct^-Xyirnct foot and automobile
traffic outside the plant.. Arrange for and nan parking facilities.^ Pro-
vide transportation for important guest, work with public transportation
systems to assure adequate service to and from the plant.''
Owecf
,
CommtkffSo-Prepare and issue invitation.^ Receive and register
all visitors.; Hand out printed matter and badges. Set up rest areas,
post restrooms. Set up play room end nursery. Provide special handling
'' '*
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£or «nd aandicappad visitors. Sot up iaformstional center.
Exhibits: andi Displays. Commitpeer-^Azziut various departments to work
oat details of their displays.. Construct and erect them. Decorate exterioi
and interior of plant..
Plant, Tour. ’Layout tour to fit tine alloted to it.. Plan and
I
order all display signs. Train guides. Collaborate with publicity com-
mittee in preparing guide talks. Designate stations, and tour duties of
guides.. Equip guides.,
Eefrfskmsnt. Committee—-Decide on what food ia to be provided and when,
where and how it is to be served.,
Safety and Plant Prptfetien Commitfeer—Heke all safety precautions..
Provide full time guards at aach danger spot. Order and place warning sifauH
,
Provide first aid stations.,. Plan proper protection of plant property at
all times..
Clean-up Comntf jteer-Supervise plant and equipment cleaning.^ Clean up
at end of Open House dsy.^
The American Iron and Steel Institute suggest that only four general
cosaaittees, with numerous sub-coiBisittees, be established..
Contact, with these subdivisions: Invitations, Welcoming
Committee, Bulletin Board and Public Address System, Announcements, Re-
freshments, and Company Messages.'
Tourf! and< Guides. Committee-, with these subdivision^: Hounting, Poster*,
Safety Precautions, Cuideo, Informative Material, Medical Service, Toilet
Facilities, ?<uraery, and Costtruction of Exhibits.
^ See industrial Relations fieport No. 2 prepared by Rational Metai yrades Association.
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Arr(tni^*t*tntfi Commitffer^Pmrking, Extra Police, Products Exkiiaits,
Entertainaient, Souvenirs, and Personnel Exhibit.
Publicity Commitpft^—Advertising, Special edition of Company Publics*
tioB, Newspaper Publicity, Printed Matter, liadio Publicity, Signs, and
Decorations.,
It can be ^scen from the above list of co»aitteea that a great deal of
work is involved tn preparing for an Open House. It is, therefore,
highly important that the general chairman avail himself of the help of
es aeny people, so that the burden of responsibility will not fsll too
hesvily en the shoulders of a few iudividuala. Sub*Committees should be
used xn connection with all major committees.,
B.
,
SSLECTIMG COMMITTEES. AMl>> ASSJGMIMG. 8BSP0MSI8ILITIBS.
Whether committee chairmen are chosen by the Steering Cosqaittee or
by the general chairnan, great care must be taken in their selection.
While the work of putting together an Open House can be fairly logically
broken down, most plants prefer to select committee chairmen on the basis
of their experience and background in getting various Jobs done rather
than on a strictly mechanical division of responsibility.
Companies conducting large affairs have found that the practice of
presenting a complete report of initial decisions made by the Steering
Committee, including s description of the jobs assigned to all committees,
at the first committee meeting dispells muck of the early confusion sur*
rounding an affair of this type.
C.
,
MMEM SffOmO' PLAMMISG BSGIM
The decision of when to begin planning for Open House is determined
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largely by such factors a^: how n«ch time is needed to f^repare for the oc-
esmion, type of organisation nsed to conduct the affair, type of Open House
to be held and how elaborate an Open House is to be.r A company planning
ita first Open House should begin at least 60 to 90 days in advance of
the affair.* Companies who have had experience conducting Open
tfmusoa need six weeks to two months to plan the myriad of details needed
to successfully conduct Open House.
Tlie first conferences which lay the groundwork should be held approxi*
Mfeply a week before actual planning begins.. Objectives should be outlined
at these first meetings to give the director or chairman some plan by which
to work by. At this stage of planning people who have actually conducted
Open House suggest that the person in charge of the affair begin to put
into writing a detailed plan of operation.. This device lessens the possi*
bility of overlooking many of the smell details.'
D.^ COST COffSIDBRAtmS. OF OPBfi. ffOOSS.
Katinsting the budget should be one of the early considerations when
planning an Open House affair.. Usually coats are figured on a per capita
basis«>that is, cost per visitor. Expenses usunlly run a little higher for
special group visits than for the community type of Open House.
^
Of course,
this higher cost is compensated for by the fact that more specific results
are usually gained by these smaller affairs.' Further, the Open House
budget will be strongly influenced by related decisions on how big the af*
fair is to be, how araeh advertising will ba employed, whether refreshments
arc served, what sort of souveniers will be distributed, and whethar ela*
borate special displays will be constructed.;
Clcnn-up and naiatensnee is genernily conceded to be the greatescex*
t-.i
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pense factor in conducting Op«n Mouse.; However, many oonpanies charge this
expense to plant upkeep and maintenance.; This seems reasonable, for opera
>
I




Management, and> Maintenance I Mnrrey reported that twenty-
five of the forty-seven companies made no estimate as to costs. Tite
twen .wo companies who estimated their Open Mouse per capita costs
averaged 94 cents. Katimates ran fr<nn 10 cents to throe dollars per
person.. Ninety-four cents per person nay seem a high price to pay for
a project which offers such intangible results.^ Compared, however, to
other long-range methods of reaching the community such as radios nagasine
and newspaper adwcrtising the cost is small. Also from the standpoint of
offectivenaas the Open House is not at all expensive.;
One more point concerning costs., A company can not sell soauetking to
the public or employeea unless the over-all * climate’ of the company is n««m<
If Open House is suddenly attempted.. When e company has not been in close
contact with the ccmusunity for years, then the cost of Open House will be
high end the effect low.* However, over a period of time, through an over-alJ
program of good, honest community relations, good employee relations s
2
company can expect the Open House to be very effective.
E.; MlSCSUmoifS. COMSimATIOMS.
Affter initial conferences have been held to decide on major objectives,
the general chairman and his committee selected, and a rough outline of
the project is put in writing, the next step is to have the members of the
committee draw op a mester time-assignment schedule for preparations., l^is
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4
schedule must be of sufficient detail to sToid eonfusioa of sssignisent,
bat nust be flexible so it nay be refined and expanded as the plan
progresses. It is also important for the general chairman to proride
a means by which he can keep his coBMaittee members and the employees
informed on the progress of all arrangements.
The question often arises, when discussing possibilities of con-
ducting Open House, whether the retention of a public relations consul-
tant is necessary.^ The details of planning and conducting Open House are
not so technical or complex that the arerage company can not find some
one in the organisation to properly handle the job. Manuals and guides on
methods of operation, and case studies of Open Houses are available to
those who need them.' It does not take a public relations counsel to see
that committees to their jobs andmake sure that all of the small details
of conducting an Open House are accounted for. An exception might arise
in the case of a very large or elaborate occasion when a company public
relations director or other personnel might need technical advice in the
planning stagea.
A public relaiiona counsel ie sometimes needed to help menagement de-
cide whether it .is advisable for Open House to be held.^ An experienced
public relations counsel should be used to conduct surveys, to determine
deficiencies in company policy and discover the needs of the community.
In other words, if a company has a capable executive--he may be the desig-
nated public relations director or he may have some other title--who keeps
his finger on the pulse of the company and community, no public relations
counsel may be needed., However, if a company has no public relations de-
partment and no quilified executive who is thinking in terms of public re-
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lations, then ,e public relations counsel is neede<i>>not especially for the
Open House but to edrise on all cenpany practices.^
These observations ere borne out by a recent comprehensive survey of
Open House practices.^ Only five of a total of forty-seven major companies
who recently conducted Open House retained an outside consultant.
j;
The
remaining companies planned and executed their Open House affairs with
company personnel.
One final consideration.^ When developing the planning stages of
Open House, many companies have found it edvantegeoua to atage a reharaal
of the important activitiea of the program.^ Tliis may seem unnecessary,
but men and women who have conducted Open Houses highly sdvise the practice.
Especially the guides. Their dutiee end talks should be rehearsed before
the sctnal tour begins, for they are key personnel on the day of Open
House.
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CHAFrea V
A PLAN FOR OONOJCTING OPEN HOUSE
While it is ell but inpoeeible to draw a blueprint which would cower
all plant risits or eoapile all the details inTolwed in conducting an
9poa House, this expanded outline atteatps to indicate the warious pro-
Bodnros and duties required and the coaplexity of setting up and conducting
a successful Open House.;; The plan that follows is designed particularly
for the Ooamunity-Day type of wisit, but can be employed for practically
any type of program desiredl.
Thia chapter deals with some of the many details involwad in planning
md conducting Open House. A procedure which many companies find indis*
pomnmble at this point is s detailed tine and assignieent record.^ Because
BB operation such as Open House demands an orgauiiation of its own, which
functions simultaneously with the established production organisation, the
Imties and responsibilities of those who are concerned with Open House
Mimt be clearly defined. The Open House chairmen or director is the lo*
lical person to establish this so>ealled time- assignment record.^ Now the
fetaila of Open Houso.
ntomm
Good promotion is wital to the sncccss of any Open House program.
Flwrefore, the person or committee im charge of this fmmetiom snat be chosen
with great care and must begin preparations in the wery early stages of
planning.
The local newapapars are probably the most-used sodium for general
pfMgtion of the Open Houae*^ Many companies, such as the Johns -Manwi He
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Corporation prepare elaborate presa packager for tbeedit) <ra of tbe regional
newspapera.^ Tbeae inelvde: general news releaaea; brief history of
eonpany; offset prints of plants, new aiachiaery and executirea, with caption^
order blank for photographs needed by editors; texts of addressed to be
made at tbe affair; story on research actiTities and biographical sketches
of founders or important executires.^ A less elaborate approach is to
prepare, several weeks in advance of the event, an announcement story with
details on the outstanding features planned for the event.
^
If the Open
ilouse is connected with some eomnmnity event, stories should be developed
around the community affair.,^ Near the day of the Open House, news stories
concerning special instructions such as transportation and parking
facilities should bs released..
One company has outlined this procedure for news releasee prior to
Open House: Prepare four newa stories. The first three should be short,,
should sppear at well-timed ^intervals, and should contain information,
respectively, about the formation of the conmitteea, the plans which have
been made for the Open House and fiaully, a statement of pertinent details
of general interest pertaining to it.[ Hie fourth news release, s long
feature article setting forth the reason for the Open House, s short
history of the compeny, end other interesting facts, should be released to
local papers for publication shortly before Open House Oay._ A shorter
summary of this article may be seat to the other papers which were sent the
first three articles. All releases should volunteer company help in giving
more details on stories and features.'
To supplement these news releases, it is common practice to conduct
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quarter page diaplays containing details of the Opes Houae aay be placed
in local papers.
^
The aaae general infornaiioti nay be conreyed through
spot announcements over the radio.* Many companies confine their promo*
tional activities to placards placed in show windows of dealers, banks,
libraries and department stores!. This method has the advantage of being
much less expensive., A display of company products in the windows of
large stores is often times very effective, especially if the company has
available scale modela of plants or machinery around which to build the
display..
There are some companies which prefer to give members of the press
and radio a preview tour and press party, with top asnagement representa-
tives as guides. Editors, coamientators, reporters and photographers are
invited to participate in tbia initial Open House tour. On the actual day
of Open House, a press room may be set up for the convenience of visiting
press and radio man.
A variety of other community media ere used to promote an occasion
such as Open House. Theaters are sonetimea willing to flash announce-
ments on the screen between features and may also show educational motion
pictures prepared by the company. Buses and other public vehicles are
often willing te carry stickers announcing the event.
^
The Westiaghouae plant at Derry* Pennsylvania, made r r-rangements with
the local music organizations and the fire companies to participate in a
street parade on the morning of its family day. The local businessmen
caught the spirit of the occasion and advised residents to display street
flags. They printed special posters congratulating the plant on its
progress and displayed them in their show windows, decorated for the oc-
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easioo.^ Local merchaata alao prepared a £loat fur the parade.
laforaatiea about a coating Open House should be given to eaployeea bt«
fore it ia released to the general public., Nornally this aeas is conveyed
to tbesi through the employee paper or magasine, by leaflets clipped to pay
checks or inserted in pay envelopes, by placards posted on the bulletin
boards and near time clocks, and over the public eddreas system.
*
in¥mno^>s.
Invitations for Open Itouse affairs range from mimeographed bulletin
board notices to formal, engraved invitationa. Newspaper advertiaementa
,
pay envelope inaerta, and <illuatrated folders are also popular media,
like Caterpillar Tractor Company of Peoria, lllinoia invite moat of their
guests by telephone.;
Purveys show that the majority of the companies use the formal in-
vitation or letter to invite their guests.
^
These formal invitationa take
many forma. A printed or engraved card, a letter peraonnlly signed by one
of the officials of the company or an illustrated brochure listing some of
the major features at Open House and Family Day are the usual types.
^
In-
vitations should indicate that children under a certain age must be accom-
panied by adults or that nursery facilities are available.^
Invitation are mailed one or two weeks in advance and generally con-
tain reply postal cards or some other convenient reply mechanism. C«MipanieB
which wish to keep a record of all visitors provide guests in advance with
s stringed tag on which they write their names. A perforated stub on the
teg, which also carries the name of the visitor, can be torn off and colr^
lac ted at the gate, thus serving both as a ticket and as a record of the
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people atteading.^ For large affaira, iaYitationa deaignate a specific
tiae for arrival.^ Staggering arrirai times for different groups helps ia>
sure an even, orderly flov of riaitors, and eliminates confusion. Of
course in most instances these written invitations are supplemented by
announcements innewspapers, plant magazines and other media.
Invitation Hats are made up to include opinion- forming groups in
the community and surrounding area.^ Such a list would include many of
the following groups.,
Employees' families and friends
Educational groups: Superintendents of scht^ols, principals,
college faculty members, teachers, college and high
school students, parent-teacher associations, hoards of
education
Civic leaders: Boards of trade, chambers of commerce, muni-
cipal and community fonctionaires
Business groups: i)ealars, suppliers, customers, mercantile
aaaociaiioRs
,
employeant agencies, conventions visiting
city
Fraternal groups: Service clubs (Rotary, Kiwania, Lions,
etc.) veterans groups, lodges
Cultural groups': Forum clubs etc.
Youth groups: Boy Scouts, 4-K, Junior Achieveatent groups
Other professional groups: Clergy, doctors, nurses, lawyers,
banaara, oerebanta, praas, radio, engineering and other
professional societies.
Local or regional stockholders
Groups representing other industries
General Public^
^ It should be furthar itoted that aach grmip listed hare could be easily invltad as a
spaeial visit as wall as for general Open House.
V? V.’ -
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Invitations wkick are sent to castonera skonld invite them to display
their prodncta. End-product displays are alnost always successful.
.
Whether invitations are sent to neighboring industries or not, they
should at least be notified so that they can take any necessary action
to prepare for the arrival of large nuffibers of people in the area.
PLAIfT Pf£PARATm
The task of preparing S’plant for visitors most not be taken lightly.^
There are certain dangers to be guarded against, such as fire, accident,
heat and smoke hasards etc.^ If these dangers are net anticipated and
provisions made for their control, the good effect created by an Open
House may be wiped out in a matter of minutes.
The danger of fire and the accompanying panic it would cause among
guesta must be considereO by all plants.^ If the company poaseasea a
volunteer fire fighting unit this group should be briefed and rehearsed
for siiy eventuality. If not, plant guards and additional personnel should
receive training along these lines. Fire fighting equipment should be
exsaincd to make sure of its condition and proper location.^
Ihere is also the possibility that plant equipment and facilities
would be >in danger or damage or destruction.' Adequate protection should
also be established for this company property.
The medical and first aid centers of the plant must be carefully
checked and equipped for all emergancies.^ If necessary, additional facili-
ties should be set up along the route of toar.^
If a great deal of care ia taken to prevent accidents, both inside
sad outside the plant, there will be little likelihood of serious trouble
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and not a single accident reported. However the possibility exists, and
if these precautions sre heeded all should run smoothly.^
Prior, tpt and > continuously during Open Mousd day
tke\ Safety. Committpet or. Safety Director, should
tour, and> inspect, every, foot, of‘ tpe\ tour, tp rnake^




The> guides, should' give, specific safety instruct
tionsi tp each' grpup just, before* tpet start, of'
their, trip.
1
If' repaired, ' safety, goggles, should be. ussed, tp
each’ visitor, at, the, beginning of- tpe’ tpur,
:
Placards, and, earning signs, should bei posted in;
conspicuous, places, at all hazardous, arpas, . and
hazards, themselves, rpped, off.'
Temporary foot, bridges, should be, places, over,
all rpi Irpad, tracks, in the, plant, arpa
,
and, full
time, guards stationed at, railrpad. and, other,
hwaardous; crossings, outside, the, company grounds,
which, are, not normally protected..
Place, full~time, monitprsi at, stpirteays, machines^ <
single, steps, ’ etc. and tp caution the, sight-r
seers; tp watch, their, step. •
See, that, all regular, First, Aid, Stations, and,
special ones, set, up for, th*> occasion, arp, fully
stocked, with necessary, supplies, and, equipment,
and, that each is. adequately, staffed.
\
An added precaution which seems absolutely necessary is to see that
complete insurance coverage is obtained so that the plant is protected
against all claims.,;
Creating interest and enthusiasm in the job of house cleaning before
and after an Open House is sometimes difficult to sttain.. The task must
be accomplished.^ If the plant is clean, guests will leave with a high
opinion of the company. The Clean Up Comsittae, therefore, has an im>
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A few companies have reported saccesa with the plan of staging clean-op
campaigns just prior to Open Honae and preseating awards at a ceremony on
the day of the toor., This is more in the spirit of employee -management co-
operation than an enforced-clean-up program, and lends itself to the
friendly atmosphere which should surround an Open House.
;
The grounds around the plant should be as c lean and neat as possible.
Scrap material around machinery and in plant yard should be disposed of
or arranged in an orderly manner.. This ia a good time tc paint many of
the surfaces which are often neglected for long periods.. Aisle lines
must be repainted.. All safety signs should be refreshed., Windows should
be washed, adequate lighting added where necessary, trash containers
covered and floors cleared of trash..
Adequate toilet facilities must be provided for the guests.. It
may be necessary to suppleaient existing facilities., Ihey should all be
clearly marked aiid direction markers established along the tour route.
Hest areas and lounges must be provided for those who tire on the tour..
In recent years companies which have held Open Houses have arrived at
an easy solution to the old problem of what to do with children who nay
not be safely taken through the plant. They advise that a nursery,
staffed with sufficient nurses and well supplied with suitable playthings
and food, be established for the care of children on the day of Open House.
ARRAKGEMSlfTS.
Adequate parking and transportation
the Open House ia to be completely successful., Efficient handling of
visitors as they arrive and depart from the plant is necessary to avoid
mmtmmimk mt aiUwig <Hitrance., To a<t»tw»liah these tasks an estimate of
r
S6
the nvnber of gaests oxpocted would facilitate planning..
If plant parking facilitiea are not adequate, local police may grant
special parking pririlegesa around the plant, and aaaign additional men
to the area to help handle traffic.
Signs are often times needed at intersections and along highwaya
leading to the plant to direct motorists.. Trucks and trains that normally
BOTe in and out of the plant yard should be halted for the duration of
Open House., Visitor* ahou'd />c is:rged to nee public transportation facili-
ties if possible. Vehicles and special schedules ere usually added for
the occasion by city transportation lines. Either the plant or the
transportation company night prepare signs identifying public vehicles as
being en route to the plant.
Additional transportation may be arranged with the local companies.
Free shuttle service to plant froa a central location aids visitors in
getting to the plant.. Schedules for these special services should re-
ceive adequate publicity. Special arraegeMents must always be made for
handicapped individuals and retired peraonncl who expect to attend.
Transportation must also be provided for inportant guests.
Arranging for the reception of the guests is an important detail
which will go far toward determining the visitors attitude at an affair
of this type.^ The executives of the company many tines take an active
part in the receiving of guests. This is a very tiresome job, especially
if a large nuaber of people are expected to attend. If executives are to
be present at the reception e schedule should be provided for their con-
venience. A few compan&es express the idea that it is wiser to provide a
corps of receptionists to handle the job. Generally the reception cooMittee
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is staffed by girls froa Tsrioaa sections of the plant. If this aethod is
used, the execntires should rore through the plant meeting people and
answering questions. Of course important guests will he met in person by
an appropriate official.^
Whoever is acting as the receptionists, they must want to appear en-
thusiastic, and behave as if they were sincerely happy to see each visitor.
A similar group should be at the exit to thank departing guests for taking
tine to visit the plant..
Specific duties of the reception group might he:
Register, or, count, ths> visitprf,
Pass, out, souvenir, booklets, or, badges,’
Hand^ out
,
tickets, ent it Ifing visitors, tp frse>
rsfrsshments, and souvenirs, and a chance, tp
win door, prises, ift suehi ar$< provided ,
;
SiperptSi a lost, and. found, department, and.
check root for, personal belongings,;
MakSi special rrcs^tion oni «scor^,arri>nfe’'
ments. for, the. aged, especially retired,
employees, and for, the. handicapped.;
Intrpdace. grpup tp guides.;
Other special arrangements include establishing an informational cen-
ter, manned by personnel familiar with the plant, its product and its
history.^ Telephone service should be expanded during an Open House affair.
Operators should be able to answer all questions concerning the event and
must be on duty at all times.
Decorating the plant in a festive mood is siany times the task of the
srmngemeat committee. Decorations uauslly include weleomiing signs on
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of festivity to tke effiar.. Cut flowers in the reception areas provides an
iffective dccoratioa.^ Neatnese and cleanliness, however are possibly the
>est decorations any plant can have.
moEs.
Selecting and training guides to be used at Open rtouse »ust begin at
east two weeks before the event.
^
Careful training and aelection will pay
igh dividends. Guides trained for a CoauBunity Day affair can be used
gain on Special Guest Days Ister in the year.
’fhere are two approaches to the use of guides.. Stationary guides lo>
ated along the route and oiobile guides who conduct small groups through
;he plant.^ Some companies employ both methods.. Usually where exceptionally
arge crowds are expected, stationery guides are the most effective.^ The
.
oh of organizing small groups and keeping them together is a difficult
iaak.^
More time end care must be taken in the selection of the mobile guides
mt the results from this type of guide ere of course more effective.^ Guides
should be chosen for their ability to speak effectively, and to explain
tleariy what they show the visitors.. The guides must exhibit a friendly,
I lasy attitude with both the visitors and the workers at the machines.. They
tsually should wear a distinguishing ribbon or arm band.
If possible the guides should meet a day or two in advance of th« event
did go over the route to make sure they understand their duties and talks,
fiuides must be thoroof^ly grounded on such items as: history of the com-
iny; history of production processes; training requirements for various
obs; safety and precision of machines; cost sod output of machinery,
—4 Am mwmd«ma,i0fci diatrihatiiM —tkmda gf tk* iwrodmct,! mad Mid
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uses of the products.
Stetionsry guides ere laore on the infornel lerel.^ ere slways
ready to aaswer questioas and furnish iaforntatioa. The conyersations with
the yisitora are usually longer and on a more informal basis.'
Hhtn trftining guides. i^ese> skouLd b*< empkasixed:
inov what, to $ay*| In. many casts. Prepared talks,
should, bti provided for.tPem so thty .vtll not,
givtt out, in/orptatpon vhick confiictpi hfitp’ tpat,
ftven tp tpe> visitors. in> booklttp. andi signsi\
Step talks simple Do not, assume • any previous.
knowledge> on the. parti of' the> visiipi\t,\
Do not
,





] If< plant, is: noisy, use. megar-
phones, or, portable, amplifier?.
;
Keep the* group together, \ ( In' cases. Ufhe re*
mobile, guides, are. used)
Do not. let, a. few of' the. ytsitpr;i. monopolize,
the.
Do not, bluff- an answer, j Offer, to find. the.
correct, answer, later, \
Keep tplks, on a. verbal level with the. visitpre..
PUHT TOUR.
If yisitors are to obtain maximum yalue from an Open House, and see
as much as possible in a minimum of time, great care must be taken in
planning tba actual tour. Plant yisitors expect to learn something of
bow products are made; therefore, the tour should be planned to satisfy
thsse wants. Some large plants gire yisitors a choice of tours to follow.^
A new idea being tried by one midwestern plant is to show s film of the
plant production to yisitors before taking them on the tour.^ Other firms

60
bar* fottad it a f^ood practice to give tke viaitora an idea of the odors and
noises they will experience before entering the plant. These techniques
give the visitor an idea of what to expect and consequently greater benefit
will result from the tour.;
If the tour is spread out over several plants, provisions should be
mda for transportation between buildings. One firm mounted chairs on
aisle trucks and used them to shuttle between buildings.^ Tour routes must
ba marked well with aigns, painted lines and ropes.;.
When planning the tour the most important poin« to decide is whether
isitors will be allowed to proceed through the plant at their own dxs>
eretion, or under the care of a guide. Some plants prefer to allow visitors
to proceed at their own pace so that they may see what they wish, and
watch the particular operation or display as long as they desire., lliis
procedure is used most often during Employee or Family Day affairs. Sts*
tionary guides are used almost exclusively in these cases.
On the other hand if the visiting crowd is large, time limited and a
control over the movement of the tour is desired, then the guided tour is
•mat ofbsn used..
The length of the tour and the route taken by the tour must be given
next consideration. The length of the tour should bo long enough to cover
points of interest but not so long that visitors will tire or lose interest.
Maat companies state that the tour should not be such over two hours ana
•o longer than a mile and a haif.^
If possible the tour should follow as closely as possible a production
sequence., ii^ome companies start at the end product and work back to the
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SPECIAL EXHIBITS AMD FEATURES
Exhibits, signs and displays are the aost effective devices to
tell the company story during Open House., One of the most popular displays
of many recent Open House affairs is one which features the end products in
which a compeny’s aaterial or parts are used. Sriost coapanies are usually
happy to send displays which might he used in connection with an affair of
this type.
The various departments in a plant should have many themes around
which exhibits and displays can he built. Some ideas are:
Cost, of' Machines.’
Replacement cost of' equipment
Improved, occurrftey and precision.
Company recreational activities,.
Company policies, relating to hourf. wages,
troining
,




Medical and< pension plans^\
\
hhenever possible displays should be animated, for they have been found
to be the best kind of attention-getter. Mockups, cutaways, models and
sanplea have also bean used effectively.
Exhibits, signs and displays may be used to acconplish three Ci«iu
functions during Upon House., They (1) help visitors to understand aianu-
factoring processes; (2) indicate product information; and (3) stress im-
portant economic aspects of management. Their importance and valuetto the
effectiveness of Open House mekes it necessary that due time and considerati
. ll V .
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be given them.
Among the epecial featurea which given an Open House day added aigni>
fxcance are:
Special rfidio brpadeaets. which originate at the plant.
Man-oo-the*Stre«t programs, wire recordings etc.
ffoving pkotpgr^pherf. to take pictures of guest enjoying
their visit..
Door, Prises, are sometimes given as special features of
an Open House.
Music may be provided by employees' musical organisations
or by high school or local bands.;,
Contests, are sometimes conducted.' For example essay con-
tests for school children on some topic of signifi-
cance.,. Awards may be presented on Open House day..
SOUVBMIRS
'fhe impression and attitude the guests take away on Open House day
may be substantially improved and made more lasting if each visitor is
provided with some momento of his visit.. It may be a souvenir booklet
or a special issue of the house organ containing such items as a welcome
message, a description of the company, details on any special occasion
being celebrated, financial facta about company, pictures of key plant
personnel and typical operations, a review of employee progrema and
management policies, facts about the scope of company operations and
importance to community and nation, facta about production and diatribu-
tioo and future plans for the compsny.,^ To insure an attractive and well
layed out souvenir, it is important that this booklet be planned well in
advance.;
There are some companies which prefer to present guest with a small,
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is even sore effectire i£ the soHrenir can be given to the guest right off
the production line after they have witnessed all the operations that go
into the making of a typical production unit. In some cases, special
products, such as ash trays, paper weights etc., bearing the company
name and date of Open House, are produced or purchased especially for
this purpose.
HSFRBSBMSlfTS
The prsctice of serving refreshments at Open House Hss become almost
universal.^ Arrangements for them are as varied as Open House itself.. Full
meals are served by some companies on special guest tours, while other
companies serve such refreshments ss soft drinks, milk, coffee, sandwiches
and ice cream sometime during the Open House day.. Some suggestions which
companies who have held Open House have madef:
Estimatfi number, of' visxtqrf. tp facilitpte>
planning
Seryet food< which rfquirpei minimum of < handling
Ueet cafetpria whenever, Possible>
Opinion is. divided) on best, time> tp serve> rpfrpsh-^
mentp.', Sitfier, at, tPe< end of' tpur, or, near, thei
middle), whichever, seems, most, Practical,
{
Catsrprf may be< employed- tp serve- refreshment?,
if desired .
;
Issue- t?cket?i for, refreshment?.'. This, prpetice-
is. not, advisable- if' cost, of' refreshments; are-
inconsequential.
leep or;ier. and- confusion- at, a. minimum by,
forcing lines, at, cafeteria, or, refreshment, stands.',
Oo not. charge- for, refreshments^^ Free- refreshments,
are- one- of' tpe- Prerogatives, a. guest, expect, tp
enjot.t
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special entertainnent aoaetimes 8d<da considerably to an Open House oc»
casion. Many coaipanies, howerer, are of the opinion that too much enter-
tainment detracts attention from the plant tour and the purposes of con-
ducting Open House. They feel that music and refreshments are adequate
entertainment.^
An electrical company on the eastern coast does not follow this
practice.^ Each year they plan a new type of sparkling show which, they
feel, adds much to making Open House a gala affair.. One year professional
clowns were procured through a theatrical booking agency. They roamed
throughout the plant, distributed candy and ballona, and presented a 20-
minute show on a stage-platform.
Whether a company will want to have special entertainment will depend
to a large degree oh: conditions in the plant, type of Open House, avail-
able talent, and the geuaral impression the company wishes to create.^
Cartain Open House affairs demand some sort of entertainment, others re-
quire none.. The decision on entertainment will depend on individual
circumstances.,
FOLlOlf UP
The job of conducting Open House is not over when the last person
files out of the plant.. To round out the occasion, a follow-up is de-
sirable with employees and with certain visitors.. Letters of appreciation
should be sent to prominent visitors expressing thanks for their having
taken the time to attend. the Open House., If possible a brochure of the
occasion might be prepared and sent to these guests.
A letter of thanks is unusually sent to the committees and employees
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th^ helped directly with planning and conducting the affair.
^
A letter of
ippreciation to all employees, which aummaritea the major facts about the
)peR House, such aa attendance, comments etc, ahould appear on bulletin
>onrda and in the plant paper.
^
A display of pictures, letters and eo»>
aeRts and other records of the erent nay be arranged in a display so that
ittployees will eentinue to enjoy the full flavor of the event.
^
If pictures were taken, copies should be sent to those involved in
Many visitors may have esked for special information which was not
available at the tine. If a record was made of these requests, answers
nkotald be prepared and sent to the .inquirer.
Pictures and news releases of the event should be sent to local
novapapers. Feature stories may be prepared and sent to various trade and
iMNiiness magazines. The employee publication should also carry articles
and pictures of the event.
^
Articles written by roving reporters can be
«a«d to adequately give employees an over-all picture of the event..
The general chairman should delegate the reeponsibility of carefully
ayaluating the experiences and opinions of those persona who had an impor-
tant share in planning and condneting the Open House.
^
So that the lessons
learned in holding one affair night be used in future planning, a critical
review of these findings and the over-ell results ahould be put in report
form.. This should be done imaiediately following the Open House..
The review should state which features were successful and worth re-
peating.^ New ideas which night improve the next Open House ahould also be
included.. The review need not be formal, but should be sufficiently de-
tailed to reduce to a minimum the necessity for relying on memory when
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This study has dofinad public relations in its sisiplest £oriii->an art
and science which deals with the problem of how an indiwidual or an insti>
tution can get along satisfactorily with other people and institutions.
The study assumes that company actions are based on sound ‘publifc-
relations-wise
’
policies. Good intentions are not enough.^ Industrial
leaders must gire more than Mre lip>serrice to the principles of public
relations. They must beliere in the philosophy of good public relstions
practices, and must continually examine their actions to see that they are
in complete accord with their phi loaophy.^,
Sound public relations must begin at the community level among the
employees, customers, and neighbors of business. The results of this
study add further weight to the ides that public relations problems can
not, be solved by attempting to sway the mass mind through the press and
radio.
^
The answer seems to lie in a more human spproach-*the use of per-
sonal contacts, word of mouth publicity, and letting people see with their
own eyes the situation as it actually exists..
The Open House is such s method. By bringing the comnunity into direct
contact with the company, the people of the community can see for them-
selves what makes industry function, that it is an integral part of the
community in which they live.
In conclusion and by way of emphasis, thesa major conclusions stand
out and bear repeating:
Peopie> likat plant, viaitf.
Opan Sousa, as; a communicationSitfchniquaiat,tha<
coimunity lavtl, is ona> of- tfiai bast,
;
It,makas.
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4«i x^'Vi *.’ Arf
tastfi and toueh-~tp arpuset interpst, and' tp
strpngthan impressions,
^
Tkreti gsnsrpl objsctivss. of’ Opsn- Bousf arp:
(i) good (p) improved* tmployee morple;>
(3 J opporppnityi tp tell company or. industry
story,] This, means, explaining problems:,
demonstrating kov capitalism works. anfl(< showing




Factpi and ideas, obtained* at, Open- House* arp*
retained^’
Too few companies, arp* taking advantage* of- this;




do hold* Open, House* lay too litple*
strpssi on- sociology and economises: of’ business .
Facts: and ideas, must, be* interpreted* in terms, of'
benefitfi to visitprp,]
Here are fire major rulea that nvtat be coaaidered when planning and
conducting Open Houae:
1.^ Decide on approximate date and begin planning far
enough in advance. Sixty to ninety days may be con-
aidered average.^ Some Open Houses require longer,
some a little lose time.
3.^ Determine early in the planning stage what objec-
tives the Open House will be required to accomplish.;^
This decision will determine, to a great extent,
the type of Open Kouse that will he held. The Spe-
cial Oueat Day may serve as a rifle approach while
the shotgun effect will be better served by Com-
munity Day.?
3.^ Open Honse must be actively supported by members of
top msnsgoment, for they sre responsible for the
final results. However, too much stress can not
be given to creating a * sense of participation*
throughout the whole plant.. This mesne seeing that
employees help plan, as well as execute functions
daring Open House.
4
., Careful selection of Open House chairmenn and com-
mittee members mast be made. Many times the ability
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aboT« >I1| th« ability to coordinate properly the
Kony things that sust be done dnring Open House.
The reason for the failure of most Open Houses is
not in the particular ideas which are used, but
in the failure to coordinate them.
5.^ Careful consideration of the many details sur-
rounding Open House is most important ifall plans
are to proceed smoothly. The relatire small num-
ber of companies whose experiences the Open House
hare not been so happy will find that the fault
liea, to a great extent, with inattention to de-
tails.^
Here are other helpful rules which hare been included in this study:
Do not, overdo £?^«n Sous»k\ Beotfict thot affair,
tp a, fekf basic ideas,
\
Spell tfiem out, simply, in tcrfiis.
of visitorji! intfrfsts,- Then tpemtoiether, at
,
tpe<
end of' tftei tpur, in a neat, bundle^
i
People I leant' only ukat, is, tpld> tp tpe/ys Use> visual
drpmatieerf. tp intprprpt, facts.)
Prpmbtion is.vit^l tp the. success, of Open Bousei.)
Make* surf > that, thu adverpisinf and publicity is: given
PrpPer, attention,
^
Prpper, foLlokf-uP of’ the< Open Bouse* is. necessary to
rpund. out, tfie* occasion
.
;
Letperf. of' appreciation, >
photpgrpphs. and neu^s. releases, givefitpe* Open* Bouse* a,
prpper. cone lusion . A cr.itical rfviev,* prepared, by
those* tt)ho planned and* executed the* Open Bouse*, will
go far. in* aiding futvre*affairf, of’ this, type*.)
Bake* sure* that, guides, are* carefully selected* and.
trained.) They represent, the. c ompany, in tpe* eyes, of*
the* guests, and* must, leave* good* impressions.)
A final word about the acconplishnents of Open House.
^
This device
public relations is capable of changing community attitudes and ideas
concerning a plant and its operations.^ However, for the Open House to
be entirely successful, there must be a complete integration of all the
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"The Open House in Industry,"* Industrial Relations Report No., 2. Prepared





H«re, in narrative £ora, ia the procedure followed by three companies
who aponaored, respectively a Community Day, a Family Day and a Special
Guest Oa^., (National Metal Trades Association)
4., COMHUHITY. DAY.
This company is located in a middle western town of about 25,00 inhabi>
tants. Its plant, opened about two years after the end of the last war,
employs approximately SOO people, and is one of the largest in the com-
munity.
An Open House was decided upon as the best means for allowing all
the people in the town to sec the new plant.' The primary purpose for
holding it, in the minds of management, was to promote good community rela-
tions, first with the employees and their families, and second with the
general public.. The plant operated on two-half-shifts so that the families
of employees could visit them on the job, or could be conducted through
the plant by them..
The occasion was held from 10:00 to 6:00 P.M., on a Saturday,
late in the year and approximately four months after the plant began opera-
tions., Over 4,000 people attended. Because the local Chamber of Commerce
was instrumental in inducing the company to establish itself in the town,
and because it had provided much assistance with subsequent problems, the
company invited it to act as co-sponsor and to assist with planning the
activities and publicity for the CoouBunity Day.,
A planning time table was made up which designated the starting and
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handling the details was distributed amoDg as many indiriduals as possible, i!
I
xBcludiag volunteers froat the Chaaiber of Cesiaerce, the Boy Scouts, the
j
Betail Merchants Association, the Y. ft. C,A/ and others.,- Letters of ac«
j
i




Advance publicity consisted of newspaper articles, accompanied by
photos of the planning group, which were released periodically daring the
final two weeks prior to the Open House. Placards were posted on the
nain street of town and in the schools. Stores closed early so that j
their eBBfxloyees could visit the plant.
Additional publicity consisted of wire recordings of interviews with
company and city officials, and with -important visitors on the morning
of the affair, which were then broadcast over the local radio station
early that afternoon. Photos were submitted to the newspaper for a
follow*|ip article.
Reception of visitors was handled by company employees, and volun-
teers from local civic groups. Each worked for two hours. A special
group received, recorded and placed donations of flowers.. Corsages
were presented to each lady visitor., A welcome bulletin containing a
tour nap was presented to each guest at this point.
r
The tour route was planned, marked and made safe so that each in-
dividual could conduct himself through the plant.
^
The company did not
restrict the movement of the sightseers since it was felt desirable that
they ahonld be able to watch employees at work.. Monitors were stetioned
along the way as a safety measure.. They, as well as company officials,
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company trademark for identification, and were aTaiiabXc to anawer questions!!
at all tinea.
^
Signs also wore used to identify and briefly describe un-
usual operations, danger points, no smoking areas, first aid, lavatories,
etc.^ About half way through the tour visitors were given another booklet,
well illustrated, which contained general information about the company,
the plant and the activities of its employees.^
Entertainment was provided on a temporary stage erected on a flat car
situated on a plant siding. It consisted of choirs, bands and soloists
made up of company and high school talent.^ Employees acted as masters of
ceremonies.' la addition, a movie of one of the company*s operations was
shown St the end of a stock room sisle. Employee hobby exhibits were on
view at various locations.
Refreshments consisted of coffee, punch, ice cream and cookies served
in the cafeteria. A count of visitors was kept. Periodic reports to the
cafeteria were helpful in planning replenishment of supplies..
Photographers roamed the plant all during the day photographing
visiters.* An assistant took down names of those whose pictures were taken..
Reporters for the plant employee publication similarly covered the plant
to get news stories.
First aid aervice was provided by nurses located in the regular dis-
pensary and at a temporary first aid station.. Continuous inspection
tours were made throughout the course of the day to make certain that
safety and housekeeping roles were bsing complied with.
Boy Scouts, under the direction of their Scout >^sster, directed
traffic in the parking lot.. This was reserved exclusively for guests.
F.mployees, as s result of arrangements made beforehand, parked their cars
r ^
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in the lots of noighboring conpenies.
5. FAMILY. DAY,
This company employees about 3,600 people, is located in the mist of
a cluster of communities with a population of approximately 206,000
people..
Its Family Day, which is a traditional affair, has been devoted in
the past to showing the employees and their families a good time.. But be-
lieving that the affair could be made to serve a more useful purpose,
management decided that the one for 1947 should be planned with the
following purpoaes in mind:
1., To carry on the tradition of an annual Family Day,
but to slant the appeal specifically to the whole
family.
2., To confine the event as far as possible, without
policing, to employees and their immediate families..
For this reason there was ao advance publicity.,
3..
,
To encourage employees to bring their families ''to
see where I work**, and thus build up, within the
family, an appreciation of the company as *« good
place to work. **
4., To get all employees together, so that individual
workers, and their families, could see that they
were working with a good group.
5., To provide an opportunity for the individual worker
to get a better idea of how the company's products
are made, and to see what happens to them before
they arriwe at hia work place and after they leave
him.
6.,^ To provide a good time for the whole family.,.
Signed letters of invitation were sent to the homes of ell employees,
and were accompanied by a 20 page booklet. This booklet coateined a pro-
gram of activities, a abort resume of operations conducted in each de-
i '
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partBHcnt, including the technical and general office, and a two page map
of the plant. The hope was that visitors would utilise this booklet to
plan their tour beforehand.^ The program for the occasion was in three
parts. The period from 9:00 A.M. to noon was given over to plant visita-
tion., Guests were allowed complete freedom to roam through the plant
I
at will.. In order that the maximum nanber of employees could accompany
|
their families, only a sample of each of the various production opera-
tions were running and were manned by operators selected for their ability
to explain what they were doing and why.,
I
For the information and safety of the guests large signs were con-
spicously posted, and monitors were strategically located, to point out
where various things of interest could be found and what safety precau-
tions to take.
The individual employees family bad ample opportunity to visit his
work place, to watch what he does, and to talk with his foremen.
Displays of the company’s product were located in a special tent
erected on the grounds.
The afternoon program was held at s park located nearby., A cold
buffet lunch was served, followed by an address of welcome from the presi-
dent of the company, and a selection of acts supplied by amateurs and
local professional entertainers. Rides for the children, and Bingo games
for their elders were provided. In the middle of the afternoon the
drawing for doer prizes was conducted. Another feature was an amateur
talent contest.. The evening entertainment, which lasted from 9:00 P.M.,
to 1:00 A. M., consisted of dancing at a country club house to music pro-
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Tke conclusion reached by the company was that its Family Day was
|i
quite successful, especially the morning portion. They were surprised and |i
Ipleased at the interest shown in the plant, its operations and the finished||
production resulting therefrom., I
C.. SPECIAL GBSST DAY
This company is located in a mediu!a>sized middle western city ¥?hich
supports a Tocational high school in which approximately 1,000 boys are
enrolled.
Feeling that the boys would profit greatly from an educational tour
of its plant, and realising that someday it might be competing with
other companies for their aerricea, the executives of the company de«
tided that it would be a good idea to invite then in to be ita guests.
^School officials gladly accepted the invitation, and arrangements
thereupon were made to hold the tour on the forenoon of a school day.
A carefully scheduled plan was put into effect by school and company
officials which established definite times of departure from and return
to the school for aach clsaa.
The company chartered buses which shuttled between the plant and
school all forenoon. As the students and faculty meaibers boarded the
buses they were given a printed, four page leaflet especially prepared
for the occasion, which contained a letter of greeting from one of the
executives of the company, and a set of instructions with respect to
safety and how the boys should conduct themselves while in the plant.
The letter expressed the hope that the hoys would obtain much of educa*
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spired to qualify thenselves to take tkeir place in tke Aseriesu tradition
I
of craftsmanship.^ Upon their arrival at the plant the boys were separated
||
into small groups. £ach was accompanied by a faculty member and two com~
pany employee. One of the latter led the as a guide, the other
followed to keep the group together.
In the lobby of the plant entrance they were greeted by a company
I
eKecutive, who made a short talk about the purpose of the tour, and, in {
I
addition, cautioned them to keep together and to wear the safety goggles
and guest badges with which they were provided.^
ilie tour itself was a little over a mile ling, and was indicated by
a yellow stripe ‘laid down the center of the aisle. The guides provided
by the company were fully conversant with the production processes, and
were able to give a clear presentation of each operation, and to answer
any questions asked by the visitors, bo that the boya would get some
idea of the use to which the articles are put that they saw made in the
plant, several products assembled by customers of the compsny were on
display, with arrows indicating the location of these parts..
It was the consensus of opinion of the executive of the company and
of the school officials that this tour was a worthwhile example of industry*
community cooperation, and that it was of sufficient value to be repeated
at a future date.. The Chamber of Comaerce also expressed great .interest
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APPENDIX II
H«r« are two expense breakdowns of Open Mooses:
litis plant has 3,000 employees and entertained 8,000 guests.
Sourenir .$0.25









Door prizes . . . . • >02
Music, signs, transporta-
tion decorations etc. .14
Totfil per, Perpom SO. 62
This plant had 2,200 visitors on Comsunity Day
Booklets .











Refreshments ... . . . . . 420.80
Paper pistes, cups etc..
.,
91.27
Sheets for Tablecloths . . 73.68
Flowers ... .......... . 87.05
Chief Hostess Snlery . . . 50.00
Hostess Dresses and Hose . 197.55
Display materials
..






















Herfi is, evidenc9> that^ tAsi Opetr Soust< may, 6<> used> as. a.
salts, builder^.; (Part, of' casst history, of - Tksi
Bordsri’ Company)
A carefully planned and well conducted plant opening was held by the
local nanagement at New Orleane» Louisiana, where Borden's newest mild and
ice crean plant was formally opened on March 5 to 13.^
-i
• *
A total of 30,000 New Orleanians, representing all of the Company's
publics, turned out to inspect the new Borden plant and visit Elsie and
Beauregard.^ llie program was so successful as a sales builder that local
management won compliments from everyone* -even competitors.^ At the end
of the one-week plant opening program, the local wholesale business in-
creased considerably and further gains were shown in the following week.^
During this two-week period, the plant had obtained 36 new wholesale
accounts averaging 709 units per day. A number of new home delivery
customers called the management by phone,' complimented Borden’s on its
new plant and requested that aerviee be started.^ In addition, a marked
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